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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a wave energy converter. In particular, although not exclusively, the wave
energy converter is capable of extracting useful energy, such as electrical energy for example, from wave motion in a
body of liquid, such as but not necessarily the sea.

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION

[0002] Wave energy has been identified as one possible source of renewable energy. Various wave energy conversion
devices have been proposed that aim to extract useful energy from wave motion in a body of liquid, such as the sea.
Waves are created through the transfer of wind energy to the surface of bodies of water. Wave energy is propagated
for long distances in deep water with minimal attenuation by interactive velocity and pressure fluctuations within the
body of water. Fifty percent of the energy is propagated by pressure fluctuations and fifty percent by velocity fluctuations.
A successful wave energy conversion device must maximise interaction with these energy vectors, which are continually
changing over time intervals spanning from seconds to years. Known wave energy conversion devices generally fall
into two categories, namely wavelength devices and point absorbers.
[0003] Wavelength devices physically span the waves from crest to crest to provide a floating reference for the wave
displacement forces, and are therefore very large structures of at least 100 to 200 metres in length. It is difficult to design
a cost effective device of this size which can respond to short term changes in wave characteristics, and so large devices
tend to have low overall conversion efficiency. Point absorbers are smaller and potentially more adaptable to changing
wave conditions and so can have higher practical efficiencies. They use some other form of reference, for example the
ocean floor or the shoreline, or through sufficient inertia in one component of the system. There are many different types
of point absorber, including oscillating water columns and heaving buoys.
[0004] Oscillating water column based devices typically utilise a vertical tube or chamber in which waves surge back
and forth to drive air through a power conversion device such as an air-turbine.
[0005] Heaving buoy point absorbers usually operate in a vertical mode, often referred to as "heave", and typically
utilise a surface float that rises and falls with passing waves and reacts against the seabed or the inertia of a connected
component to extract useful energy. A common type of point absorber is known as a self-reacting heaving buoy system
that utilises a heaving buoy which reacts against a drag plate suspended and submerged below the active wave energy
region, or an internal inertial mass which is designed to resonate at the wave period. There are essentially the following
three basic components to a self-reacting heaving buoy system: a heaving buoy floating on the surface of the sea, some
form of reaction device suspended and submerged below the surface, and a load resistance or power take-off placed
between them. Some power take-off techniques limit adaptability to wave conditions and defeat the inherent responsive
benefits of point absorbers. Direct drive point absorbers minimise these limitations as the response characteristics of
the device can be largely controlled by the power take-off loading applied to the device.
[0006] Variations of the basic self-reacting heaving buoy systems described above have also been proposed. For
example, US patent 6,857,266 describes a wave energy converter that extracts useful energy based on the relative
movement between two devices, each device comprising a surface float and a submerged body. The relative movement
of the two devices in response to a passing wave may be used to effect an energy transfer as the devices are connected
by linkages that are typically arranged to operate as power take-offs, for example they may be hydraulic devices that
are arranged to drive an electrical generator.
[0007] Another type of point absorber based design, known as a "heave and pitch buoy", is described in Japanese
patent 3218462. The heave and pitch buoy is arranged to extract useful energy from heave motion and also from
rotational horizontal motion, often referred to as "pitch", caused by the exponential reduction in energy with depth of
waves. In particular, the passing waves excite the heave and pitch buoy to oscillate in two directions, namely vertically
for heave motion and horizontally for pitch motion. More specifically, heave motion is created in the vertical direction by
potential wave energy and pitch motion is created in the horizontal direction by kinetic wave energy. The heave and
pitch buoy has two floats, a main float and a sub-float. Plates join the two floats together and a link arm connects them
to a reference tower which is fixed to the seabed. The link arm is pivotally connected to the tower at one end and pivotally
connected to the main float at the other end. The main float is arranged to extract wave energy via its heave and pitch
motions. In particular, the main float is designed to resonate with the waves in the heave and the heave of the sub-float
also causes the main float to pitch. The heave and pitch motions are detected by the relative rotary displacement at the
two pivotal connections which are in turn coupled to two rotary vane pumps so that the motion can converted into oil-
hydraulic power for an oil-motor to drive an electrical generator.
[0008] Another type of point absorber based design is proposed in US patent 3,631,670. The device proposed com-
prises two floating bodies that are linked by a rocking rod. In operation, the two floats bob up and down in the water at
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different frequencies and this imparts a rocking motion on the rocking rod. The device also comprises a mechanism for
converting the rocking motion of the rocking rod into rotary motion that can be used to drive an electric power generator.
[0009] In this specification where reference has been made to patent specifications, other external documents, or
other sources of information, this is generally for the purpose of providing a context for discussing the features of the
invention. Unless specifically stated otherwise, reference to such external documents is not to be construed as an
admission that such documents, or such sources of information, in any jurisdiction, are prior art, or form part of the
common general knowledge in the art.
[0010] It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved wave energy converter for extracting useful
energy from wave motion in a body of liquid, or to at least provide the public with a useful choice.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] In a first aspect, the present invention broadly consists in a self-reacting and floating wave energy converter
for extracting useful energy from wave motion in a body of liquid comprising: an active float that is arranged to float
substantially toward or on the surface of the liquid, and being arranged to both heave and surge in response to wave
motion acting on the active float; an elongate reactive body longitudinally extending between a top end and a bottom
end, and having a center of mass located at or toward its bottom end and below its center of buoyancy such that it is
arranged to be suspended in a substantially upright vertical position and substantially submerged state into the liquid
below the surface, and the reactive body having sufficient surface area and length extending into the liquid from the
surface such that it pitches about a center of rotation located at or toward its bottom end in response to wave motion
acting on the reactive body, the active float and reactive body being pivotably coupled at or toward the top end of the
reactive body for pivotable movement relative to each other about a single pivot axis in response to heaving and surging
of the active float and pitching of the reactive body caused by wave motion in the body of liquid, and wherein the active
float and reactive body are pivotably coupled to allow the active float to fully rotate 360° about the single pivot axis; and
a power output system that is operatively driven by the pivotable movement about the pivot axis to capture the useful
energy.
[0012] Preferably, the active float is arranged to have a low to medium inertia in both the vertical and horizontal
directions to enhance heave and surge movements respectively.
[0013] Preferably, the active float is shaped with one or more drag surfaces upon which the wave motion acts to
enhance surge movements.
[0014] In one form, the active float is at least partially hydrofoil-shaped to create lift force to enhance heave and/or
surge movements in response to wave motion acting on the active float. In another form, the active float comprises one
or more hydrofoil-shaped components extending from the underside of the active float into a submerged state below
the surface of the liquid, the hydrofoil-shaped component(s) having an orientation relative to the active float that is
arranged to create lift force to enhance heave and/or surge movements of the active float as wave motion acts on the
hydrofoil-shaped component(s).
[0015] Preferably, the active float has a specific gravity of less than one.
[0016] Preferably, the active float has a buoyancy-to-weight ratio in the range of 1.5:1 to 10:1. More preferably, the
active float comprises a buoyancy-to-weight ratio of 2:1 to 4:1.
[0017] Preferably, the active float is substantially elongate and being substantially defined by a width extending parallel
to the pivot axis, a length extending perpendicularly to the pivot axis, and a depth that extends perpendicularly to the
width and length of the active float.
[0018] In one form, the active float has a substantially uniform cross-sectional profile along its length. In another form,
the active float has a non-uniform cross-sectional profile along its length.
[0019] Preferably, the active float is a substantially elongate component extending between a first end proximal to the
reactive body and a second end distal to the reactive body, the cross-sectional area between the ends being defined
peripherally by opposed top and bottom surfaces that are joined by opposed side surfaces, the top surface being arranged
to face skyward and the bottom surface being arranged to face toward and into the liquid. More preferably, the first
and/or second ends of the active float act as a drag surface upon which wave motion acts to create drag force to enhance
surge movements of the active float.
[0020] Preferably, the reactive body is arranged to have a medium to high inertia in the vertical direction to minimize
heave movements that are in-phase with the wave motion acting on the reactive body and low to medium rotational
inertia about a horizontal axis that is parallel to the pivot axis to enhance pitch movements of the reactive body in response
to wave motion acting on the reactive body.
[0021] In one form, the reactive body is at least partially hydrofoil-shaped such that substantially vertical wave motion
acting on the reactive body creates a horizontal lift force on the reactive body to enhance pitch movements of the reactive
body. In another form, the reactive body comprises one or more hydrofoil-shaped components upon which substantially
vertical wave motion acts to create a horizontal lift force on the reactive body to enhance pitch movements of the reactive
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body.
[0022] Preferably, the reactive body is arranged to have a specific gravity of approximately one such that it has either
neutral or slightly positive or slightly negative buoyancy relative to the body of liquid.
[0023] Preferably, the reactive body has a buoyancy-to-weight ratio in the range of 0.8:1 to 1.2:1. More preferably,
the reactive body is arranged to have a buoyancy-to-weight ratio in the range of 0.9:1 to 1.1:1.
[0024] Preferably, the reactive body has sufficient width perpendicular to its longitudinal axis along at least a portion
of its length extending up from its bottom end so as to create a sufficiently large active surface area upon which wave
motion acts to cause pitch movements of the reactive body. More preferably, the reactive body is substantially defined
by a length extending between its top and bottom ends, a width that is perpendicular along the longitudinal axis between
the top and bottom ends, and a depth that is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis and the width, wherein the length is
larger than the width, and the width is larger than the depth, so as to form a substantially elongate substantially plate-
like reactive body.
[0025] Preferably, the reactive body comprises a predetermined mass density distribution along its length between
its top end and bottom end, the mass density being high with a specific gravity that is substantially greater than one
along and toward the bottom end and the mass density being low with a specific gravity of substantially less than one
along and toward the top end of the reactive body.
[0026] Preferably, the reactive body comprises high density material(s) or structure(s) at or toward its bottom end and
low density material(s) or structure(s) at or toward its top end.
[0027] Preferably, the reactive body comprises one or more controllable floatation devices at or toward its top end,
such that the floatation devices maybe controlled to increase or decrease buoyancy of the reactive body as required.
More preferably, the controllable floatation device(s) comprises controllable trim tanks or air bags.
[0028] Preferably, the reactive body-to-active float weight ratio is in the range of 5:1 to 30:1. More preferably, the
reactive body-to-active float weight ratio is in the range of 10:1 to 20:1.
[0029] Preferably, the reactive body comprises a main body from which two spaced-apart arms extend, the active
float being pivotally coupled between the arms for pivotal movement about the single pivot axis relative to the arms in
response to motions of the active float and/or reactive body caused by wave motion in the body of liquid, the arms being
of sufficient length to enable the active float to fully rotate 360° about the pivot axis in response to substantial wave motion.
[0030] Preferably, the main body of the reactive body has a plate-like shape and is elongate between upper and lower
ends, the lower end of the main body forming the bottom end of the reactive body, and wherein arms of the reactive
body extend from the upper end of the main body in the same longitudinal direction as the elongate main body to form
the top end of the reactive body.
[0031] In one form, the arms of the reactive body are integrally formed with the main body of the reactive body. In
another form, the arms of the reactive body are attached to the main body of the rective body.
[0032] Preferably, the active float is a substantially elongate component extending between a first end proximal to the
reactive body and a second end distal to the reactive body, and wherein the arms of the reactive body extend from the
main body a sufficient distance relative to the length of the active float to enable the active float to rotate 360° about the
pivot axis between the arms and above the main body in response to wave motion.
[0033] Preferably, the arms of the reactive body extend parallel to each other.
[0034] Preferably, the power output system is contained within one or both of the arms of the reactive body.
[0035] Preferably, the reactive body is slack moored with one or more mooring ropes, each mooring rope being secured
at one end at or toward the bottom surface of the body of liquid and at the other end at or toward the bottom end of the
reactive body or at the center of pitch of the reactive body. More preferably, the body of liquid is the sea and the one or
more mooring ropes are secured at one end to the sea-bed and are fixed at the other end at or toward the bottom of the
reactive body that extends into the sea.
[0036] In one form, the power output system is arranged to utilise the captured useful energy to pressurise or pump
water.
[0037] In another form, the power output system is arranged to generate electrical energy from the useful energy
captured from the pivotable movement between the active float and reactive body about the pivot axis, the power output
system comprising an electrical generator having a rotational drive shaft input and the pivotal movement about the pivot
axis being coupled to the rotational drive shaft by a coupling system to drive the electrical generator to produce electrical
energy.
[0038] In one form, the coupling system of the power output system is arranged to directly couple the pivotal movement
at the pivot axis to the rotational drive shaft of the electrical generator.
[0039] In another form, the coupling system of the power output system is arranged to indirectly couple the pivotable
movement at the pivot axis to the rotational drive shaft of the electrical generator via a gearbox system, the gearbox
system being arranged to convert the oscillatory pivotal movement having a higher force and lower speed into a lower
force at higher speed for driving the electrical generator.
[0040] Preferably, the coupling system further comprises a rectifier system that is arranged to convert the oscillatory
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pivotable movement at the pivot axis into rotational movement in one constant direction for driving the electrical generator.
[0041] Preferably, the coupling system comprises any one or more of the following forms of coupling system forms:
mechanical, hydraulic, and/or pneumatic.
[0042] Preferably, the power output system is arranged to actively control the torque loading on the pivot axis in
accordance with forward prediction of wave motion in order to enhance the useful energy captured. More preferably,
the power output system comprises an electrical generator having a rotational drive shaft input and the relative pivotable
movement at the pivot axis is coupled to the rotational drive shaft by a coupling system to drive the electrical generator
to produce electrical energy, the electrical generator being arranged to drive a load and the power output system
comprising a control system that is arranged to actively control the load level in accordance with forward prediction of
wave motion in order to optimise the electrical energy generated.
[0043] In one form, the active float is directly pivotally coupled at or toward the top end of the reactive body.
[0044] In another form, the active float is indirectly pivotally coupled to the reactive body via a sub-frame that is
connected at one end to the active float and pivotally coupled at the other end at or toward the top end of the reactive
body. Preferably, the sub-frame is securely connected at or toward the middle of the active float relative to its length,
the active float being pivotally coupled to the sub-frame for pivotal movement relative to the sub-frame such that the
active float has two degrees of freedom in that it can pivot relative to the reactive body and pivot relative to the sub-
frame to maximise surface contact of the active float with the liquid during wave motion in that the orientation of the
active float can conform for maximum contact with the liquid during wave motion. More preferably, the sub-frame is
securely and rigidly fixed to the active float such that the active float has one degree of freedom in that it can pivot relative
to the reactive body.
[0045] Preferably, the wave energy converter further comprises one or more additional active floats that are pivotally
coupled to the reactive body for pivotal movement about the single pivot axis in response to wave motion, the power
output system being operatively driven by the relative pivotable movement between the active floats and reactive body
to collectively capture the useful energy.
[0046] Preferably, the body of liquid is the sea or ocean.
[0047] Preferably, the power output system generates electrical energy from the useful energy captured at the pivot axis.
[0048] In a second aspect, the present invention broadly consists in a wave energy conversion system comprising
multiple wave energy converters according to the first aspect of the invention, each of the converters being linked into
a single power output system that is arranged to collectively capture the useful energy. Preferably, the power output
system is arranged to convert the useful energy into electrical energy.
[0049] The second aspect of the invention may comprise any one or more of the features of the first aspect of the
invention.
[0050] In this specification and the accompanying claims, the term "heave", unless the context suggests otherwise,
is intended to describe a particular form of movement of a body in response to wave motion excitation forces acting on
the body, and in particular it is intended to cover up and down movements of the body in the liquid, such as sea water,
that are substantially in the vertical direction and which are caused primarily by hydrostatic (buoyancy) and/or hydrody-
namic forces.
[0051] In this specification and the accompanying claims, the term "surge", unless the context suggests otherwise, is
intended to describe a particular form of movement of a body in response to wave motion excitation forces acting on
the body, and in particular it is intended to cover back and forth movements of the body in the liquid, such as sea water,
that are substantially in the horizontal direction and which are caused primarily by hydrodynamic forces.
[0052] In this specification and the accompanying claims, the term "pitch", unless the context suggests otherwise, is
intended to describe a particular form of movement of a body in response to wave motion excitation forces acting on
the body, and in particular it is intended to cover rotational movements of the body in the liquid, such as sea water, that
about a center of pitch on the body and which are caused primarily by hydrodynamic forces.
[0053] In this specification and the accompanying claims, the term "elongate", in the context of describing a 3-dimen-
sional body having a length, width and depth, is intended to mean the length of the body is greater than its width and depth.
[0054] In the specification and the accompanying claims, the phrase "lift force" in the context of the wave motion acting
on a hydrofoil-shaped body is intended to mean the force that causes a movement of the body in any direction that does
not correspond with the direction of the wave motion acting on the body, and may include movements up and down in
the vertical direction, movements back and forth sideways in the horizontal direction, or any combination thereof.
[0055] In the specification and the accompanying claims, the phrase "drag force" in the context of the wave motion
acting on a hydrofoil-shaped body is intended to mean the force that causes a movement of the body in the direction
that corresponds with the direction of the wave motion acting on the body, and may include movements up and down
in the vertical direction, movements back and forth sideways in the horizontal direction, or any combination thereof.
[0056] In this specification and the accompanying claims, the phrase "wave motion" is intended to cover all forms of
motion caused by waves, swells, currents, tides in a body of liquid, such as the sea, that result in energy propagation
by cyclic variations in water velocity and pressure.
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[0057] In this specification and the accompanying claims, the phrase "low inertia" in the context of describing a solid
body is intended to mean the solid body has an inertial response time when subjected to the wave excitation forces in
the direction of interest which is fast compared with the period of the wave with which it interacts. Note that in the context
of this definition, low inertia does not necessarily imply low mass.
[0058] In this specification and the accompanying claims, the phrase "medium inertia" in the context of describing a
solid body is intended to mean the solid body has an inertial response time when subjected to the wave excitation forces
in the direction of interest which is of the same order as the period of the wave with which it interacts. Note that in the
context of this definition, medium inertia does not necessarily imply medium mass.
[0059] In this specification and the accompanying claims, the phrase "high inertia" in the context of describing a solid
body is intended to mean the solid body has an inertial response time when subjected to the wave excitation forces in
the direction of interest which is slow compared with the period of the wave with which it interacts. Note that in the context
of this definition, high inertia does not necessarily imply high mass.
[0060] The term "comprising" as used in this specification and claims means "consisting at least in part". When inter-
preting each statement in this specification and claims that include the term "comprising", features other than that or
those prefaced by the term may also be present. Related terms such as "comprise" and "comprises" are to be interpreted
in the same manner.
[0061] The invention consists in the foregoing and also envisages constructions of which the following gives examples
only.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0062] Preferred embodiments of the invention will be described by way of example only and with reference to the
drawings, in which:

Figure 1a shows an idealised water motion under a monochromatic free surface wave;
Figure 1b shows a time graph of typical resolved horizontal and vertical wave motion in real seas;
Figure 1c shows a schematic diagram of a wave energy converter of the invention while resting in still water and
utilising slack mooring cables attached at the bottom of a reactive body of the wave energy converter;
Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional view of an active float of the wave energy converter through line AA from direction
B of Figure 1c;
Figures 2a-2c show alternative hydrodynamically shaped forms of the active float of the wave energy converter
from the same view as Figure 1c;
Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional view of the reactive body of the wave energy converter through line CC from
direction D of Figure 1c;
Figures 3a-3c show alternative hydrodynamically shaped forms of the reactive body of the wave energy converter
from the same view as Figure 1c, with the reactive bodies of Figures 3b and 3c having semicircular drag plate
stabilisers;
Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the wave energy converter of Figure 1c in storm survival mode;
Figure 4a shows a schematic diagram of the basic motions described by the active float and reactive body when
subjected to idealised wave motion, the active float and reactive body being shown in positions corresponding to a
wave peak;
Figure 4b shows a functional depiction of the basic motions described by the active flow and reactive body when
subjected to idealised wave motions;
Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of one form of heave and pitch motion of the active float and reactive body of
the wave energy converter of Figure 1c over a typical passing wave cycle;
Figure 6 shows a schematic horizontal plan view diagram of a wave energy conversion system having a chain of
linked wave energy converters of the invention;
Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of a wave energy converter of the invention that utilises a flexible reference
frame that is fixed to the seabed;
Figures 8a-8e show perspective, side, front, and plan views respectively of a first preferred embodiment of the
wave energy converter of the invention;
Figures 9a-9e show perspective, side, front, and plan views respectively of a second preferred embodiment of the
wave energy converter of the invention;
Figure 10 is a block diagram of a proffered form of power output system of the wave energy converter that utilises
active torque loading; and
Figure 11 is a graph depicting the simulated power output generated between a non-pitching point absorber and a
wave energy converter of the invention that is arranged to pitch in response to wave motion acting on the reactive body.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Theory underlying the wave energy converter

[0063] Energy propagation by ocean waves is complex. Wave energy propagates through a medium because it is
continually transferred very efficiently between two forms of energy. The forms are defined by the properties of the
medium. For free surface waves in the ocean, the key property is the mass of the water. Energy in the moving water is
alternately converted between varying kinetic energy (resulting from velocity variations and the water inertia) and varying
potential energy (resulting from pressure variations and the water weight). An investigation of the physical conditions at
any point beneath the surface shows that the water particles are subjected to rotating pressure and velocity differentials
caused by the wave motion as shown for an idealised monochromatic wave in Figure 1a, in which the following parameters
are associated with the wave motion: v = velocity, p = pressure differential, and λ = wavelength.
[0064] The pressure fluctuation "vector" leads the velocity fluctuation "vector" by 90°, which forces the water to move
in a circular path. This path is in the direction of wave travel, with the water moving directly forward on the crest and
directly backward in the trough. It moves directly up on the midpoint of a rising wave and directly down on midpoint of
the falling wave. In the following, "potential energy" and "kinetic energy" refer to the instantaneous energy state of a
particle of water due to the passing wave. Because of the circular motion, when resolved on the horizontal and vertical
axes the energy variations are sinusoidal and they peak 90° apart. In other words, when the potential energy is maximum
on the horizontal axis, the kinetic energy is maximum on the vertical axis. Correspondingly, at this time the potential
energy is zero on the horizontal axis, and the kinetic energy is zero on the vertical axis. These conditions repeat every
cycle, typically 8-20 seconds. The relationships are summarised in table 1 below, in which "MSL" refers to the mean
sea level.

[0065] Forces on an object immersed in this wave environment will be subjected to alternating forces which vary in
intensity and time in different directions depending on the shape, volume and mass of the body, and if appropriately
arranged, the bodies can be made to work against one another at a pivot or hinge to transfer energy from the wave.
[0066] Referring to Figure 1a, it can be seen that velocity (kinetic energy) and pressure (potential energy) fields exist
in proportion to each other on each axis and both decrease together exponentially together with depth on the vertical
axis such that both energy flows are negligible at a half wavelength depth. The potential energy does not tend to flow
between the wave crest and trough as is conventionally thought. Energy fluctuations are present on the vertical axis but
energy does not flow in this direction because the fluctuations are in phase. Energy flows in the horizontal direction as
a result of the phase difference in this direction. However, from the viewpoint of an observer within the wave field there
is little difference in the vertical or horizontal energy intensity.
[0067] Figure 1b illustrates how water particle motion in real seas departs from the ideal. From the continuously varying
particle velocity and acceleration it is clear that many more frequencies than the fundamental are present. However, the
horizontal and vertical components are still basically 90° apart and there is a dominant frequency present.

General topology of the wave energy converter

[0068] The wave energy converter of the invention is a self-reacting point absorber that is arranged to extract useful
energy from wave motion in a body of liquid. In particular, the wave energy converter is arranged to extract useful energy
via its motions, such as surge, heave, pitch or any combination thereof, that are caused by passing waves. The general
topology underlying the preferred form wave energy converter will now be described with reference to extracting useful
energy from the sea or ocean in which wave motion may be provided in the form of waves, swells, currents, or any
combination thereof. Later, first and second preferred embodiments of the wave energy converter will be described. It

Table 1: Relative phasing of the energy components in an ocean wave

Energy 
Component

MSL rising wave (0 
deg)

Wave peak (90 
deg)

MSL falling wave (180 
deg)

Wave trough (270 
deg)

Kinetic vertical Max. up Zero Max. down Zero

Potential vertical Zero Max. up Zero Max. down

Kinetic 
horizontal

Zero Max. forward Zero Max. back

Potential 
horizontal

Max. forward Zero Max. back Zero
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will be appreciated that the wave energy converter may also be arranged to operate in other bodies of liquid that have
sufficient wave motion to excite the wave energy converter.
[0069] Referring to Figure 1c, a schematic diagram of a preferred form of the wave energy converter 10 is shown. The
main components of the wave energy converter 10 are an active float 12 and a reactive body 14 that are pivotably
coupled for pivotable movement relative to each other about a pivot axis 16 in response to heave and/or pitch oscillations
or motions of the float and body caused by passing waves, and a power output system 17 that is operatively driven by
the pivotable movement about the pivot axis to generate useful energy, such as electrical energy. The shapes of the
float and body as shown in Figure 1c are simplified for clarity.
[0070] The wave energy converter 10 is arranged to undergo a wobbling or oscillating action perpendicular to the
plane of the wavefront in response to surge and/or heave and/or pitch motions of the active float 12 and/or reactive body
14 caused by passing waves. In particular, the wave energy converter is designed to intercept two primary dimensions
of near surface potential and kinetic energy wave flow via the heaving and surging action of the active float 12 and
substantially the horizontal component of sub surface kinetic energy wave flow via the pitching action of the reactive
body 14. Figure 1c shows the wave energy converter 10 in a static or rest position. The active float 12 is arranged to
float toward or on the surface of the sea at rest and arrows EF indicate the vertical movement of the active float about
pivot axis 16 in response to wave motion and this vertical motion is known as heave. The active float 12 may also be
arranged to surge back and forth along the surface of the sea as a result of the circular movement of water caused by
wave motion. The reactive body 14 is arranged to float in a substantially submerged state below the surface of the sea
and arrows GH indicate the predominant direction of substantially rotational movement of the reactive body in response
to wave motion. This rotational motion is known as pitch. In this instance pitching of the vertical reactive body 14 is
caused by the exponentially reducing hydrodynamic forces with depth, which results in a turning moment about the
length of the body. The reactive body 14 may also float up and down in a vertical direction, and the phase of this motion
may be controlled to extend the pivoting action about pivot axis 16. The power output system is operatively driven by
the wobbling motion of the active float 12 and reactive body 14 and more specifically the relative pivotable movement
or motion between them about the pivot axis 16, as indicated generally by arrows IJ, to generate, for example, electrical
energy.

Active float

[0071] As mentioned, the active float 12 is arranged to float on or near the surface of the sea and is designed to be
lighter than the displaced body of liquid, for example sea water, so that it is buoyant. In particular, the active float 12 is
a substantially elongate body and it is arranged to float in still water approximately horizontally on or toward the surface
of the sea. In the preferred form, the active float 12 is arranged to have low or medium inertia in the vertical and horizontal
directions so that it may respond to wave forces rapidly in any direction about the pivot point. By way of example, the
active float 12 preferably has an SG<1, where SG is specific gravity. The active float 12 may also preferably have a
hydrodynamic shape so that it can achieve vertical lift forces from surge (horizontal) water motion and horizontal lift
forces from heave (vertical) water motion. By way of example, the active float 12 may also be shaped with drag fins or
hydrofoil surfaces to encourage horizontal motion (surge) as this may enhance the pivotable movement about the pivot
axis 16 caused by the vertical heave motion caused by passing waves. In summary, the active float 12 is the member
of the wave energy converter 10 to which wave energy forces primarily impart movement against a load torque applied
about the pivot axis 16, thus involving it in doing work against the wave forces, either buoyancy (pressure) or hydrodynamic
(velocity) induced. Work done on the active float 12 by the wave forces is represented by force times distance in the
direction of the force. If this product is negative, the active float 12 does work on the wave or surrounding water by
extracting energy from the power output system, which may alternatively be called the power take off system. This is a
possible mode of operation over parts of the cycle to position the float 12 for optimum energy extraction.

Active float - torque induced by buoyancy, weight and drag

[0072] Referring to Figure 4a, the light weight active float 12 tends to follow wave motion which is basically circular.
This tends to deliver oscillating torque about pivot axis 16. Depending on requirements, the preferred form active float
12 is arranged to be forced by the waves to heave (vertical motion) through buoyancy (up) and weight (down) forces
and/or surge (horizontal motion) back and forth through drag forces such that it moves in a circular motion at the
unattached end in phase with the wave motion of the water and is capable of transferring torque resulting from these
forces to the pivot point. The ratio between buoyancy, gravity, and drag forces can be changed by adjustment of volume,
mass, and shape of the active float 12 to achieve optimum results for any typical wave regime. Shape greatly affects
drag forces and these can be enhanced in the horizontal direction over buoyancy by increasing the horizontal section
exposed to the water without increasing overall internal volume of the float for example by the addition of vertical plates
to the bottom of the float, or elongating the float in the vertical direction.
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Active float - torque induced by hydrofoil lift

[0073] Hydrofoil shapes when resisted in the direction of motion of a fluid passing around the shape can efficiently
induce lift forces at an angle to the relative motion. Therefore, the preferred form active float 12 may additionally be
hydrofoil-shaped or comprise one or more hydrofoil-shaped components extending from its underside into the water
and which are arranged to be fully under the water for an appropriate part of the cycle to enhance the net torque about
the pivot axis 16. In particular, the hydrodynamic shape(s) are forced to move at an angle to the direction of water motion
by the nature of hydrodynamic forces acting on the hydrofoil shape(s) when movement in the direction of water flow is
resisted by loading at the pivot axis 16. Because of the circular motion of the waves, the hydrofoil shape(s) can be angled
to achieve net hydrofoil induced forces about the pivot axis 16 in any desired direction such that overall net torque is
added about the pivot axis when it is loaded or.movement is resisted. The hydrofoil shape(s) provide drag force induced
torque instead of lift induced force about the pivot axis 16 when resisted for other parts of the wave cycle and hence
can replace other drag inducing shapes to the buoyant part of the active float 12, if desired.
[0074] By way of example, Figures 1c and 2 show a preferred form of active float 12. The active float may preferably
have a substantially hydrodynamic shape with curved or arcuate top 13 and bottom 15 surfaces, as shown in Figure 2a.
This hydrodynamic shape creates forces when the active float 12 is on top of the seawater during initial upward movement
in direction E. In contrast, when the active float 12 is under the surface of the seawater for part of the cycle, the hydro-
dynamic shape creates a hydrofoil lift force and this in combination with the buoyancy of the float forces it downward in
direction F. A hydrodynamic shape can enhance energy extraction by creating lift forces in various directions over
different parts of the cycle. Figures 2b-2c show other possible alternative hydrodynamically shaped forms of the active
float 12.

Active float - mass, responsiveness and fast power take off control at the pivot axis

[0075] As mentioned, buoyancy, gravity, drag and hydrofoil induced forces all act to increase the torque induced about
the pivot axis 16 by the active float 12 when it is loaded or resisted, as occurs when power is taken off the pivot axis.
The preferred form active float 12 is light weight or low mass such that it can respond or accelerate rapidly with respect
to the wave induced water motion and stay substantially in phase with the water motion if desired as when the pivot axis
is unloaded. Its motion relative to the water is largely controlled by varying the torque loading according to fast active
control of power taken off from the pivot axis 16, as will be described later. When pivot axis 16 is unloaded, no power
is extracted and the active float 12 most closely follows the local water motion. Increasing the torque loading by increasing
the power take off results in a lagging motion which eventually causes stall as the wave motion forces are insufficient
to overcome the resisting torque and power output drops to zero as the pivot shaft or axis effectively becomes locked.
As will be described later, for any wave condition there is an optimum dynamic loading condition which can extract
maximum power from the pivot axis or shaft.

Reactive body

[0076] The reactive body 14, which can also be called a platform or spar, is arranged to float in a substantially submerged
state below the surface of the sea and is designed to have a mass that is of neutral, slightly positive, or slightly negative,
buoyancy relative to the body of liquid, for example seawater. Where its buoyancy is negative, it is held suspended with
its pivot point 16 near the surface by the buoyancy of the active float 12. In the preferred form, the reactive body 14 is
arranged to have medium or high inertia in the vertical direction, for example it preferably has a small horizontal cross
section at the water-air intersection to reduce vertical translation (heave movements). It is also arranged to have low or
medium rotational inertia in the horizontal direction to encourage pitch, or rotation (for example it has substantial surface
area in the direction facing the wave propagation). By way of example, the reactive body 14 preferably has an SG ~ 1.
The reactive body 14 is preferably an elongate body that is arranged to have a center of mass below its center of
buoyancy, so that it tends to remain upright in a substantially vertical position. The center of rotation of the pitch or
pitching point of the reactive body is located between the center of mass and center of buoyancy. In the preferred form,
the lower end of the reactive body 14 may be slack moored to the seabed by cables or chains 18 so as to stabilise the
mooring point and enhance its pitch through the path of motion GH of Figure 1c by stabilising the lower end of the body.
In particular, the reactive body 14 will tend to pitch about the mooring point 20 as it preferably has a relatively low inertia
in the rotational horizontal or pitching direction that does not inhibit pitching. This is achieved by distributing the density
of the reactive body 14 such that its mass is concentrated about the desired pitching point. It will be appreciated that
mooring is not essential to the wave energy converter, although in practice the mooring characteristic stabilises the
device and potentially increases the magnitude of relative pivotable movement between the active float 12 and reactive
body 14 about the pivot axis 16, and therefore enhances the useful energy extracted from the wave motion.
[0077] Figures 3a-3c show other possible alternative hydrodynamically shaped forms of the reactive body 14. Further,
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an alternative or additional method of stabilising the device in the vertical direction is to introduce drag plates 70 located
about the pitch center, as shown in Figures 3b and 3c, such that they resist vertical movement of the reactive body 14
but not pitching motion. In summary, the reactive body 14 is the reference platform or heavier part of the wave energy
converter 10 which is used to provide the reaction force so that energy (force times distance or torque times relative
angular displacement between the active float and reactive body) can be absorbed by the wave energy converter. It
may contain the heavier components such as the power output system, including the electrical generator, control gear,
and other auxiliary systems.
[0078] As mentioned, the reactive body 14 is preferably designed to resist movement vertically, and can be stabilized
in this direction in a number of ways, for example by having high inertia in the vertical direction, by drag masses or plates
at the appropriate position, via the weight and drag of moorings, or any combination thereof. Furthermore, the reactive
body 14 can be designed to operate in a damped antiphase or out of phase response at the predominant wave frequency,
hence tending to pull the pivot point 16 down when the active float 12 is rising, and allowing it to rise when the active
float is falling. This accentuates the angular movement about the pivot axis 16.
[0079] As mentioned, the reactive body 14 is designed and shaped to respond to pitching forces to further increase
the relative motion between the active float 12 and the reactive body 14 and thereby the power output at the pivot axis
16. It will be appreciated that the shape, mooring, and distribution of mass of the reactive body 14 can be adjusted to
encourage pitching action about its bottom end through the path indicated by arrows GH of Figure 1c. In particular,
pitching may be encouraged by, for example, concentrating the mass and/or drag plates at some point near the bottom
(to encourage rotational inertia), also mooring from near the bottom, and creating drag surfaces on the upper part of the
body to promote cyclic horizontal drag at the top of the reactive body.
[0080] By way of example, Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional profile of a preferred form of reactive body 14. The
preferred form of reactive body 14 preferably comprises two interconnected components, namely a frame 22 at the top
of the body to locate the pivot axis 16 and a mass component 24 connected or suspended below to promote pitching
by interaction with horizontal wave motion. The pivot axis 16 is shown at the top end of the frame 22 of the reactive body
14. It will be appreciated that the length of the reactive body 14 may be varied. Further, additional drag surfaces may
be provided near the top of the reactive body 14 to promote pitching as wave motion around the bottom end of the
vertical body is reasonably small compared to the wave motion at the surface of the sea. In the preferred form, the overall
effective mass of the reactive body 14, including the mass of the mooring cables 18, drag and tension is high, to adequately
resist motion in the vertical direction. In particular, the reactive body 14 is preferably arranged to move vertically out of
phase, for example in anti-phase, with the wave motion to increase the relative pivotable movement between the bodies
12,14 and the resulting power output.

Reactive body - design of the reactive body to induce pitch motion

[0081] The preferred form reactive body 14 has a somewhat conventional spar buoy design for movement in the
vertical direction (heave response) but its horizontal cross section is designed to intercept wave pitching forces and
transfer these into oscillating torque about the pivot axis 16 and the mass distribution of the reactive body is also adjusted
to provide maximum responsiveness to wave energy in pitch, i.e. the exponential decay of wave energy with depth.
Capture and conversion of pitch energy is achieved as follows. The area of the reactive body section facing the wave
direction is large compared to the area of the body perpendicular to the wave direction, i.e. the horizontal cross section
is elongated as in a plate-like component such that it has a sufficiently large active surface area for intercepting the wave
horizontal forces. Because the reactive body extends to a depth where wave energy (and forces) are low, there is a
strong tendency to pitch about some lower point due to the resultant force moment set up on the reactive body. The
mass of the reactive body is concentrated about this pitch point so that its rotational inertia is low enough for it to accelerate
rapidly enough to the pitch forces not to have significant phase lag when unloaded at the pivot axis 16. The location and
concentration of this mass however has minimal effect on heave response since heave response relies on linear not
rotational inertia. Hence these two responses can be relatively decoupled, and separately designed. Basically the heave
response must be small or out of phase with wave motion (low vertical acceleration achieved by low net vertical force
due to low intercept area + high mass relative to force) and the pitch response must be large (high angular acceleration
achieved by high net horizontal force above centre of mass on high intercept area + low rotational inertia relative to
force). Preferably, but not necessarily, mooring about the bottom or centre of pitch motion and inclusion of a shaped
drag plate may be utilised to assist the vertical stability (suppressing heave) without significantly suppressing the pitch
response. Pitch energy from the wave field can therefore be transferred to the reactive body 14 such that it is available
as additive torque at the pivot axis 16.
[0082] The reactive body 14 may additionally, if desired, have a hydrofoil shape or be fitted with one or more hydrofoil-
shaped components to assist stability and maintaining the reactive body in the correct upright orientation while also
achieving increased useful power output. Under large waves when the active float 12 is loaded on rising waves, high
torque is available from the pivot axis or shaft due to strong buoyancy forces. On falling waves, forces on the pivot shaft
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due to active float 12 weight and added mass of the water are not as large, leading to possible unbalancing and tilting
of the reactive body 14 back towards the oncoming waves, reducing operating efficiency. Therefore, use of a vertical
hydrofoil-shaped reactive body 14, for example as shown in Figure 3a, provides a net horizontal lift force due to vertical
water flow acting against the substantially stationary hydrofoil shape. The net effect of this horizontal force increases
with wave height and thus acts to stabilise the vertical orientation of the reactive body 14 under all wave heights.

Interaction between the active float and reactive body

[0083] It can be seen from Figure 4a that if the pivot axis 16 is stationary in the water with the reactive body 14 vertical
and the active float 12 extended horizontally in the rest position (approximately at right angles) only the resolved com-
ponent of forces acting on the active float 12 tangential to the pivot transfer torque power to the pivot shaft. This means
that under small wave action surge (horizontal) forces acting on the active float 12 have litde effect in transferring power.
Surge forces on the active float 12 will however have some effect when the active float is at other than a right angle but
for small extension angles (of the order of 20° or less the added tangential force and therefore power captured is typically
minor). However, as the reactive body 14 is designed to pitch forward as the active float 12 rises both pitching of the
reactive body 14 and surging of the active float 12 in response to wave motion allow additional torque and extension
(increasing the included angle or opening of the hinge or pivot formed between the two bodies 12,14 which at rest or in
neutral position is approximately at right angles) to be applied to the pivot 16. The same effect occurs in reverse on the
falling side of the wave as the included angle reduces from a right angle, (i.e. the hinge or pivot formed between the two
bodies 12,14 closes).
[0084] The two bodies 12,14 interact as described above and the combined mechanical energy is recovered from the
single pivot 16 shaft for useful purpose to for example drive an electricity generator or pump. Because the system is
closely coupled each body 12,14 affects the other and the surrounding wave fields and there is a constantly varying
optimum pivot shaft power loading condition which maximises the power removed from the waves. As will be described,
the control system of the wave energy converter continually adjusts the power take off to maintain this point through a
maximum power point tracking algorithm and monitoring of the sea conditions. The active float 12 is light and responsive
enough to track all typical wave periods from approximately 6 seconds upwards.

Construction materials for active float and reactive body

[0085] It will be appreciated that the active float 12 and reactive body 14 can be formed from a range of different
materials. The active float 12, which is required to be responsive and float with a SG significantly less than 1 can be
manufactured from materials such as a corrosion protected steel shell with light weight filling material such as polystyrene
foam or air. It is well known that polymer materials such as polyethylene or resin-fibre composites are robust in the
marine environment and these are also suitable for the shell of the active float, with suitable additional mass added
internally in the form of water or concrete for example. For the more massive reactive body 14, appropriately distributed
mass is required delivering an overall SG of approximately 1. This can be achieved by use of combinations of low cost
dense materials such as reinforced concrete and steel caissons, with low density materials such as closed cell foamed
polymers or air tanks within the structure. Floatation and trimming adjustment may be achieved through relatively small
controllable floatation devices, such as internal air-water or trim tanks for example.

Pivotable coupling between active float and reactive body

[0086] As mentioned, the active float 12 and reactive body 14 are pivotably coupled together to allow for pivotable
movement relative to each other about a pivot axis 16 or pivot shaft. It will be appreciated that the bodies 12,14 may be
pivotably coupled in various ways, including via a single pivotable connection or multiple pivotable connections about a
single axis. Various hinging or pivotable mechanisms are known that could be utilised to pivotably couple the active float
12 to the reactive body 14. A preferred configuration is shown in Figure 3, where the active float 12 may be securely
located by bearings 17 located on posts 19 fixed on each side of the main reactive body 14. A feature of this configuration
is that the active float is free to fully rotate about the pivot axis, making it highly survivable in storm and freak wave
conditions, since no limits or restrictions are required on rotational movement.

Power output system of wave energy converter

[0087] The power output system 17 of the wave energy converter 10 is operatively driven by the relative pivotable
movement between the active float 12 and reactive body 14 about the pivot axis 16 to generate electrical energy. By
way of example only, a single wave energy converter 10 may be arranged to generate an output of up to a Megawatt,
but it will be appreciated that smaller capacity modules of lesser output, for example 100kW, could also be designed.
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The power output capacity can be altered to suit wave conditions and power demand. The power output system preferably
comprises an electrical generator having a rotational drive shaft input that may be directly or indirectly driven by the
pivotable movement between the bodies 12,14 about the pivot axis 16 to generate electricity. It will be appreciated that
various coupling systems or power take-offs could be utilised to transfer the pivotable movement between the bodies
12,14 to the electrical generator drive shaft input, whether mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic or any combination thereof.
Further, the coupling system may transfer the pivotable movement to the electrical generator directly or indirectly via a
gearbox or speed/torque converter (gearbox system) for converting the oscillatory pivotal movement at the pivot axis
16, which has a higher force and lower speed, into a lower force at higher speed for driving the electrical generator. In
the preferred form, the primary shaft (pivot axis or point 16 between active float 12 and reactive body 14) is "hard-
coupled" to the electrical generator, so that the torque load on this shaft may be instantaneously and accurately controlled
by managing the power flow to (and possibly from) the electricity supply system. It will be appreciated that this requires
the shaft to continually reverse direction, accelerating and decelerating in cyclic fashion.
[0088] In one form, the relative pivotable movement between the active float 12 and reactive body 14 may be directly
coupled to the rotational drive shaft input of the electrical generator via mechanical linkages and/or couplings, such as
an oscillating drive shaft or the like. For example, an oscillating drive shaft may be mounted to the active float 12, with
the generator frame referenced to reactive body 14, and the drive shaft may be arranged to oscillate back and forth in
response to relative pivotable movement between the bodies 12,14. It is preferable that the low inertia components of
the generator (i.e. the rotating components) are connected to the active float 12 to maintain the low overall inertia and
fast response of this body. The oscillating drive shaft may also be coupled via mechanical linkages and/or couplings to
the rotational drive shaft input of the electrical generator to cause it to generate electrical energy. The pivotable movement
could alternatively be directly transferred to the rotational drive shaft of the electrical generator via hydraulic couplings
if desired. It is preferable that the overall inertial response of the drive system used be fast enough that cyclic direction
changes are possible without inherently creating further phase lag within the active float 12 response to the wave
excitation forces.
[0089] As mentioned, the pivotable movement may be indirectly coupled, either mechanically or hydraulically, to the
electrical generator via an optional mechanical gearbox or hydraulic speed/torque converter. The gearbox or speed/torque
converter may be arranged as an interface between slow pivotable movement between the bodies 12,14 caused by
slow wave motion and the electrical generator, in particular by increasing rotational speed to create more efficient energy
transfer from the wave motion to the electrical generator.
[0090] In one possible form, the coupling system may comprise an oscillating shaft that is indirectly coupled to the
electrical generator via, for example, a 1:30 ratio mechanical gearbox. The gearbox may, for example, be mounted at
the pivot axis 16 to one or the pivotable connections or couplings, and a secondary shaft or shafts could provide 90
degree drive to the electrical generator that may, for example, be mounted to the reactive body 14 below the Mean Sea
Level (MSL). Alternatively, the electrical generator may be mounted to a housing that is fixed to the reactive body 14
but which extends above the MSL. This is the preferred option as it would allow for easier access for adjustments and
servicing of the power output system components. By way of example, the electrical generator may be co-mounted with
a mechanical gearbox at the pivot axis 16 to one or more of the pivotable couplings or connections or the reactive body 14.
[0091] As mentioned, a direct hydraulic coupling or linkage to the electrical generator is also an alternative arrangement.
Hydraulic couplings introduce losses in the hydraulic circuits, but allow high gearings to be obtained and this must be
weighed up against the losses and generator sizing requirements resulting from a slower speed shaft or mechanical
gear losses. By way of example only, the power output system may utilise a standard 50Hz induction generator operating
at low variable speed via a regenerative motor drive system. The motor drive interfaces the 400Vac electrical system
in the normal manner, but is primarily controlled in regeneration mode to extract power from the wave energy mechanical
system rather than as in a normal drive system where the electrical system would provide power to drive a machine
shaft connected to a load. Because an adaptation of a standard regenerative electronic drive is used, sophisticated
power factor correction technology is inherent, and power quality is not compromised. Further, the coupling system may
comprise a hydraulic rectifier to convert the oscillating rotational movement at the pivot axis 16 into rotational movement
in one constant direction for driving the electrical generator.
[0092] Referring to Figure 10, the preferred power take off system comprises a gearbox speed transition or direct shaft
power transfer to an induction generator with a high pole number which is connected via a controllable bidirectional
inverter system to the standard ac power system source. The generator is located on the wave energy converter in the
reactive body 14 with input shaft coupled to the active float pivot axis 16. The inverter system provides excitation to the
generator at the required frequency and voltage to track the active float motion and also inverts the power generated
into the ac system at the correct ac voltage and frequency (for example 400Vac and 50Hz) using well known techniques
in the art of electrical engineering. Control of the electrical power flow to the grid via the inverter applies controlled torque
loading to the active float 12 and forces it to follow a preferred trajectory. The trajectory is calculated from sensor
information which collects real time wave characteristics and allows the device to rapidly and continually adapt to maximize
energy capture for specific wave conditions (with a time lag of less than a second). An alternative and more advanced
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drive system is to use a specially designed generator with a large number of magnetic poles, in which case higher
electrical efficiency can be obtained without resorting to a mechanical or hydraulic means to increase the generator shaft
speed.
[0093] The wave energy converter 10 may also preferably comprise a control system, either as part of the power
output system 17 or as a separate module. The control system may be operable, either automatically or manually, to
control the power output system and other auxiliary systems and sensors. For example, the control system may comprise
power electronic or other electrical controls that are operable to very rapidly modify the power take-off via active loading
at the pivot axis 16. In particular, the control system enables instantaneous adjustment of mechanical damping via torque
control at the pivot axis 16. This enables the control system to actively control the position of the active float 12 relative
to the reactive body 14 via adjustment of the electrical power being extracted, in other words the torque loading at the
pivot axis 16. This may include power flow reversal to actively position the active float 12. Because the active float 12
is low mass (relative to water) there is low inertia associated with this response. Hence the wave energy converter 10
is inherently responsive to changing wave profiles, as happens within a wave length due to additive waves. Therefore,
in the preferred form the wave energy converter is arranged to respond to the higher frequency energy components of
the wave motion that were discussed with reference to Figure 1b and can adjust its loading or damping to varying wave
profiles and frequencies for extracting more energy from a real wave.
[0094] It will be appreciated that the control system may be programmed to automatically adjust the torque loading
(or electrical damping) at the pivot axis 16 in response to wave profiles detected by sensors. In particular, the loading
can be changed by the control system very quickly, for example within a few degrees of the wave cycle, so the response
of the wave energy converter 10 can be adjusted to track real or arbitrary sea wave profiles. Further, the control system
may comprise short-term look-ahead algorithms that are arranged to predict the wave profiles within each cycle, for
example the sub-predominant wave-shape, and adjust the torque loading to position the active float 12 for maximum
energy extraction from passing waves. In the preferred form, the relatively low mass active float 12 is light enough to
be continually responsive to a wave-shape. It always has a natural resonance frequency that is much higher than the
dominant wave frequency, for example an order of magnitude, and its response to wave excitation forces is primarily
effected by how much energy is extracted through the electrical generator of the power output system.
[0095] The reactive body 14 is an energy storage member by virtue of its larger mass and its response is not controllable
in the same way, although the variations in reaction torque of the reactive body are affected by the active float loading.
By way of example, the control system may be arranged to maintain the pivot axis 16 substantially at the MSL by actively
adjusting the net torque loading at the pivot axis 16 such that the active float 12 operates about a 90° angle as shown
in Figure 1c.

Storm survival mode

[0096] The control system may be arranged to protect the wave energy converter 10 in overload conditions, for example
during a storm when the waves become too violent. For example, the control system may be arranged to detect or sense
an overload condition and initiate a non-responsive or storm survival mode where the reactive body 14 could be arranged
to sink below the wave troughs 26 leaving the active float 12 partially loaded vertically as shown in Figure 4. By way of
example, this may be achieved via a mechanical brake provided at the pivot axis 16 that is operable by the control
system to restrict movement between the active and reactive bodies 12,14 in the extended position shown in Figure 4.
In this extended position, the wave energy converter 10 would float substantially beneath the surface of the waves
thereby being protected from damage.

Dimensions of wave energy converter

[0097] It will be appreciated that the size of the wave energy converter may be varied and will depend on the significant
wave height and/or wavelength at the chosen deployment site. Preferably, the wave energy converter 10 is dimensionally
small (in both parallel and perpendicular directions relative to the wavefronts) compared to the wave height and/or
wavelength of the wave motion in the sea. This is important for operation in real seas where the wave crests are short
and the periods are variable. In the preferred form, the effective length of the active float 12 may be, by way of example
only, in the order of approximately 1/2th of the significant wave height (trough-crest). Therefore, a wave energy converter
10 for 2m waves will have an active float 12 with a center of buoyancy at about 1m from the pivot axis 16. The length
of the reactive body 14 may, by way of example only, be in the order of approximately 1/10th of the average wavelength
in the chosen deployment site.
[0098] As mentioned above, the effective pivot length of the active float 12 may preferably be approximately half the
height of the maximum wave from which energy is to be extracted. This defines the peak power of the wave energy
converter 10 for a particular wavelength. Beyond this point the power output will level off, in a similar manner to a wind
turbine. The length of the reactive body 14 defines the wavelengths over which the wave energy converter will absorb
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maximum energy. As mentioned above, the reactive body 14 may preferably be in the order of 1/10th of the wavelength
for the wave energy converter to absorb sufficient energy from the wave. If it is too short, it does not describe an
appropriate motion in the wave energy field to be an efficient wave energy converter at any particular wavelength. It will
be appreciated that the lengths of the active float 12 and reactive body 14 relative to the wave height and/or wavelength
may be varied from the ratios mentioned above.
[0099] The submerged floating "buoyancy-to-weight" ratio of active float 12 can vary quite widely, but it is preferably
significantly greater than 1. There will be an optimum under various conditions. Mass is required to store some energy
on the upward movement which is recovered on the downward movement, whilst also ensuring that the active float will
track downward movement of the sea surface level. By way of example, the buoyancy-to-weight ratio of the active float
12 may be in the range of 1.5:1 to 10:1, and more preferably in the range of 2:1 to 4:1. The submerged buoyancy-to-
weight ratio of reactive body 14 on the other hand is very close to 1, preferably in the range of 0.8:1 to 1.2:1, and more
preferably in the range of 0.9:1 to 1.1:1 so that it may be self floating or self submerging, in which case the attachment
to active float 12 keeps it afloat.
[0100] The mass of the reactive body 14 is preferably large compared to that of the active float 12. The way this
reactive body acts strongly depends on sea conditions and particularly on wavelength, and a compromise is required
to "tune" it for enhanced overall device performance in average sea conditions. The "reactive body-to-active float" weight
ratio may preferably be in the range of 5:1 to 30:1, and more preferably in the range of 10:1 to 20:1 for effective operation.
The positions of the center of buoyancy and the center of mass of the reactive body 14 are important design parameters,
as is the mass density distribution about the reactive body. Fundamentally, the center of mass must remain below the
center of buoyancy at all times, or the reactive body 14 will become unstable and will flip. Preferably, the center of
buoyancy of the reactive body 14 is controllable to select the appropriate pitching response. By way of example, the
reactive body may comprise a high density (SG>>1) concrete/rock aggregate or metal volume at the bottom and a low
density (SG<<1) air or rigid foam volume at the top, with trapped sea water (SG ∼=1) to provide distributed neutral
buoyancy volume as required, to separately define pitch and heave response characteristics of the reactive body, platform
or spar. By way of example, concentrating the mass about a particular point compared with a uniformly distributed mass
reduces pitch inertia (and the ability of the body to store pitch energy) about that point, but has minimal effect on heave
inertia (and the ability of the body to store heave energy). Separately defining these response characteristics is an
important feature of the wave energy converter. Furthermore, the shape of the reactive body 14 is important to the
manner in which it reacts in relation to heave and pitch movements. In relation to heave, low acceleration results from
low force (dependent on the cross-sectional area at the surface) and high inertia in the heave direction. In relation to
pitch, high acceleration results from high force (dependent on a large surface area facing the wave flow direction) and
low rotational inertia.

Operation of wave energy converter

[0101] The typical operation of the single active float configuration wave energy converter 10 will now be described
in more detail. Referring to Figures 4a and 4b, the idealised motions of the active float 12 and the reactive body 14
coupled at the pivot point 16 are shown in response to waves 8 travelling in direction Z, and with the Mean Sea Level
being indicated by the line MSL. The active float 12 trajectory 12a tends to follow the water particles subjected to wave
excitation, which move in a circular motion, with diameter of the circle equal to wave height. Reactive body 14 trajectory
14a tends to pitch about its bottom, in response to the exponentially decreasing amplitude of the water particle motion.
This coupled motion results in a cyclic flexing about the pivot 16, from which power can be taken off. Reverting to Figure
1c, the wave energy converter 10 is shown in a rest or static position. The active float 12 being buoyant and having low
inertia, rests in a substantially horizontal orientation on or toward the ocean surface, and the reactive body 14 having
neutral buoyancy and low center of mass rests in a substantially submerged state and vertical orientation. As described,
the reactive body 14 preferably has low buoyancy restoring force so that it is not responsive in the vertical direction.
Further, the surfaces of the active float 12 and reactive body 14 can be shaped to maximise interaction with passing
waves in a controllable manner, so that the active float 12 and reactive body 14 oscillate forcibly about the pivot axis 16
to extract maximum wave energy. Useful energy, such as electrical power, is extracted by actively loading an electrical
generator to the pivotable movement at the pivot axis 16. The low inertia or rotor section of the generator is preferably
coupled to the low inertia active float 12 and the high inertial frame of the generator is mounted on to the high inertia
reactive body 14 which acts as a passive reference platform for the generator frame.
[0102] Most energy is extracted by interaction between the active float 12 and the most intense potential and kinetic
energy flows in the upper portion of the body of water This energy is transferred though the wave energy converter 10
as torque about the pivot axis 16, with the reactive body 14 providing the necessary reaction. The operation of the wave
energy converter can be enhanced if the reactive body can be encouraged to store energy and transfer it as a reaction
force via the pivot axis 16 or pivot shaft at an appropriate stage in the wave cycle. This is a form of bi-modal energy
transfer, where it is transferred out of the reactive body 14 by a different mechanism and form than it entered. In particular,
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wave energy is transferred to the reactive body 14 as inertial pitching about a low center of mass point, and as heave
motion and transferred out as torque from a different pivot axis 16 (at the top), through reaction against the active float
forces at the pivot. More specifically, bi-modal energy extraction is achieved by absorbing rotational kinetic energy and
vertical potential into the reactive body by wave forces acting on said body and extracting this rotational energy by
resisting movement of the reactive body through torque about the pivot axis 16
[0103] To achieve pivotable movement about the pivot axis 16, the active float 12 is primarily forced upwards in a
vertical direction by buoyancy forces and downwards by its own mass. In addition, hydrodynamic forces from the rotational
motion of the water particles assist in vertical and horizontal directions, and also tend to drive the active float 12 in a
circular manner. Resistance to this motion by torque loading at the pivot axis 16 transfers energy from the passing waves
to the power output system 17. Load resistance reduces the amplitude of the low inertia active float 12 trajectory, but
because it is light, it can respond rapidly and follow an irregular wave profile. The active float 12 does not simply oscillate
in a heaving motion as useful energy can also be extracted from the horizontal motion (surge) coupled to pitch action
of the reactive body by virtue of the extended angle achieved about the pivot axis 16.
[0104] Referring to Figure 5, the typical heave and pitch motions of the wave energy converter 10 during four stages
of a passing wave cycle will be described by way of example only. The wave level is indicated generally by reference
28. It can be seen that pitching action of the reactive body 14 can increase the rotation angle or pivotable movement
about the pivot axis 16.
[0105] The wave energy converter 10 can be oriented either upstream or downstream of the wave direction and it will
be appreciated that the wave energy converter may operate at various ocean depths, from shallow, where the minimum
depth is only a few metres greater than the immersed height of the reactive body, to very deep. The following wave cycle
example of Figure 5 assumes a downstream orientation, i.e., the wave energy converter points away from the wave
front. Alternatively both upstream and downstream active floats may be arranged in a manner that makes orientation
largely irrelevant.

Description of motions for a typical wave cycle

[0106] MSL Rising (0°): Water moving vertically upwards, plus the buoyancy force will tend to move the active float
12 upwards and also forward from drag force as the water velocity vector rotates towards the horizontal as the wave
crest approaches. As the water continues to move up around the active float 12, the vertical forces rotate the active float
about the pivot axis 16 extending the pivot angle. The reactive body 14 maintains a relatively stationary position in the
vertical direction because of its mass, bottom mooring and/or drag plates located in the relatively still water at the bottom
of the reactive body. It is however pitched forward (towards the right) away from the advancing wave crest at the top,
as the water velocity vector rotates towards the horizontal as the wave crest approaches. Controlled load torque is
applied to the pivot axis by the control system resulting in work done simultaneously against both vertical and horizontal
wave energy components.
[0107] Wave Peak (90°): Water now moving in the forward horizontal direction will tend to start moving downwards
as the water velocity vector rotates towards the vertical as the falling wave approaches MSL. As mentioned, the active
float 12 can also be hydrofoil shaped and streamlined to modify horizontal drag, and to provide lift forces resulting from
the horizontal wave particle motion which is faster than the float horizontal motion. The weight of the active float 12 plus
downward lift force starts to rotate the active float about the pivot axis 16 decreasing the pivot angle. The water moving
in the forward horizontal direction will also tend through drag forces on the upper part of the reactive body 14 to have
returned the reactive body to the more vertical position. Controlled load torque is applied to the pivot axis by the control
system, resulting in work done simultaneously against both vertical and horizontal wave energy components.
[0108] MSL Falling (180°): Water now moving downwards in the vertical direction plus the mass of the active float 12
will tend to now allow the active float to continue to pivot downwards under its own weight, since the buoyancy forces
is now minimal, further decreasing the pivot angle. The reactive body 14 will be held relatively stationary in the vertical
direction because of its mass, bottom mooring and/or drag plates in the relatively still water at the bottom of the reactive
body. It is now pitched away from the advancing wave trough at the top, as a result of the forward horizontal motion of
the water in the previous wave quarter phase. A lower level of active torque loading is applied to the pivot axis 16 by
the control system to extract power from the potential energy stored in the mass of the reactive body 14 and also from
hydrodynamic force on the active float 12 caused by the downward water motion.
[0109] Wave Trough (270°): Water now moving in the backward horizontal direction will not apply any significant
vertical force to the active float 12 which is now resting on the surface. The active float 12 will tend to start moving
upwards again as the water velocity vector rotates towards the horizontal as the rising wave approaches MSL, re-
extending the pivot angle. The reactive body 14 is now vertical, but drag forces on the upper part of the reactive body
from water moving in the backward horizontal direction will tend to tilt it towards the oncoming wave. Torque loading is
again applied to the pivot so that the torque force builds up rapidly to overcome the pitching motion of the reactive body 14.
[0110] Referring to Figure 6, it will be appreciated that multiple wave energy converters 10 may be linked together via
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slack mooring cables 18 to provide a wave energy conversion system 30 of higher overall power output capacity. In
particular, a number of wave energy converters 10 may be deployed in long chains parallel to the predominant wave
direction. Each wave energy converter may be up to 10m wide, with sufficient space being provided between each of
them to avoid clashing in storms. The mooring system cables 18 will preferably be utilised to keep the wave energy
converters 10 facing the wave front, generally indicated by arrow 32, as the natural tendency will be for the devices to
turn away to the path of least resistance. Orientation through mooring can be assisted by other known means such as
rudders, vanes or self orientation shape of the floating reactive body structure.
[0111] Referring to Figure 7, an alternative form of the wave energy converter 40 is shown in which the bottom end
of the reactive body 14 is pivotably coupled at 42 to a reference frame 44 that is fixed to the seabed 46, rather than slack
mooring cables that are fixed or anchored to the seabed. By way of example, the reference frame 44 may be an
incompressible but horizontally flexible strut that may be adjustable in height for MSL variation due to the tides. Alter-
natively, a longer active float could be utilised with such an arrangement to compensate against MSL variation.
[0112] It will be appreciated that the wave energy converter may have more than one active floats pivotably coupled
to a single reactive body if desired to increase power output capacity, or make the device omnidirectional. In particular,
the pivotable movement between the multiple active floats and the single reactive body could be combined and transferred
into one power output system or alternatively separate power output systems may be provided for each respective active
float. Also, it will be appreciated that there may be multiple reactive bodies pivotably coupled to one or more active floats
in other multi-limbed forms of the wave energy converter.

First preferred embodiment - 2kW Experimental Device

[0113] Referring to Figures 8a-8e, a first preferred embodiment of the wave energy converter 100 in the form of a 2kW
experimental device will be described.

2kW Experimental device - active float

[0114] The active float 120 is substantially elongate extending between a first 120a that is proximal to the reactive
body 140 and a second 120b end that is distal to the reactive body. The cross-sectional area between the ends 120a,120b
is defined peripherally by opposed top 120c and bottom 120d surfaces that are joined by opposed side surfaces 120e,
120f. The active float 120 has a uniform cross-sectional profile along its length, although it will be appreciated that a
non-uniform profile could alternatively be used. The active float 120 has a length L1 of approximately 1.0m, width W1
of approximately 0.7m, and a depth D1 of approximately 0.5m. The active float 120 has a dry weight of approximately
350kg. The active float 120 is indirectly pivotably coupled to the reactive body 140 by a sub-frame 122 comprising two
connecting arms 122a,122b that extend perpendicularly from a cross-member component 122c. In particular, the cross-
member 122c extends through width of the active float 120 at or toward the middle of the length of the active float. The
free ends 122e,122f of the connecting arms 122a,122b are pivotably coupled to the pivot axis or shaft 160 provided on
the reactive body 140 to thereby enable the active float 120 and reactive body 140 to pivot relative to each other about
pivot axis 160. Therefore, the active float 120 has at least one degree of freedom in that it can pivot relative to the reactive
body 140. The active float 120 may be fixed and locked rigidly to the cross-member 122c in a particular orientation or
alternatively the active float can be arranged to be freely pivotable about the cross-member thereby providing it with two
degrees of freedom. With two degrees of freedom, enhanced energy extraction may be obtained as the orientation of
the active float can conform to the wave-shapes to ensure maximum surface contact with the waves. It will be appreciated
that the active float 120 could alternatively be directly pivotably coupled at or toward one of its ends to the reactive body
140 if desired.
[0115] It will be appreciated that the active float 120 can be of many different shapes and cross sections. For example,
the lower surface 120d of the active float 120 can be flat or pan shaped to provide very rapid application of wave buoyancy
force. Different sizes of device and levels of sophistication of the control system for different market applications require
different float profiles. Drag plates can also be added to the active float 120 to enhance movement in certain directions
due to hydrodynamic action of wave motion. Also, as identified earlier, the reactive body 140 can have negative buoyancy
and be held with pivot axis 160 on or about the surface by active float 120 having a buoyancy profile which extends in
part to and/or beyond the pivot axis 160 (e.g. by using hollow floatation attachment arms) such that its buoyancy force
alone maintains the reactive body 140 afloat. This configuration allows maximum submerged mass/volume ratio to be
designed into the reactive body 140 to optimise its inertial efficiency.

2kW Experimental device - reactive body

[0116] The reactive body 140 is substantially elongate and in operation extends in an upright substantially vertical
position between a top end 142 facing skyward and a bottom end 144 extending into the sea water. The reactive body
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140 comprises a main body 140a from which two upright support arms 140b,140c extend. The active float is pivotably
coupled by the sub-frame 122 to the pivot axis or shaft 160 that extends between the two support arms 140b,c of the
reactive body 140. The support arms 140b,c are of sufficient length relative to the dimensions of the sub-frame 122 and
active float 120, and in combination with the location of the pivot axis 160, to allow the active float 120 to fully rotate
360°. The reason for the full rotation capability of active float 120 about pivot axis 160 is survivability. Normal operation
is with the active float 120 moving up and down around 645° from the horizontal, and the reactive body 140 pitching up
to 620° from the vertical.
[0117] Hence relative angular travel between the active float 120 and reactive body 140 can be as much as 665°
under normal operation at design wave height when the pivot is unloaded. Under stormy conditions, pivotal movement
may be more extreme and the ability of the active float 120 to fully rotate relative to the reactive body 140 reduces the
risk of damage occurring to the device.
[0118] The reactive body 140 has a full length L3 of approximately 6.5m, width W2 of approximately 2.0m, and a depth
D2 of approximately 0.5m. The length of the support arms 140b,c is approximately 3.5m and the length L4 of the main
body is approximately 3.0m. The dry weight of the reactive body 140 is approximately 750kg, and the wet weight is
approximately 3000kg. Therefore, the length and width of the main body 140a of the reactive body 140 is such that a
sufficiency large active surface area 140d is created upon which the wave motion may act, and this in combination with
the relative overall length of the reactive body causes it to pitch.
[0119] Mooring rope connection points 146 for one or more mooring ropes to connect to are provided at the bottom
end 144 of the reactive body 140. The device is preferably slack moored and the mooring rope connection points being
located at the center of pitch of the reactive body, which may not necessarily be toward the bottom end of the reactive
body. The mooring ropes may be securely fixed at the other end to the sea bed or another suitable anchor point.
[0120] It will be appreciated that the reactive body could alternatively be shaped like a tuning fork, or any other suitable
configuration that enables the active float 120 to fully rotate using the goal-post like design.

2kW Experimental device - power output system

[0121] The power output system is located on and within the support arms 140b,c. The pivotable movement between
the active float 120 and reactive body 140 at the pivot axis 160 is extracted by a coupling system that comprises double-
acting hydraulic cylinder and ram arrangements 148a,b that are operatively coupled to the pivot shaft 160 and acting
about trunnion. In operation, oscillatory pivotable movement about the pivot shaft 160 causes the hydraulic rams to
oscillate back and forth with their respective cylinders and thereby pumping hydraulic fluid through conduits or hoses to
drive hydraulic motors located within chambers 150a,b provided at the top of the support arms 140b,c. The hydraulic
motors each have a rotational drive shaft output and this is coupled to the input of electrical generators to generate
electrical energy for applying to a load. It will be appreciated that the electrical generators may be arranged to receive
an oscillating rotational drive output from the hydraulic motors or alternatively hydraulic rectifiers may be incorporated
into the system to provide a rotational drive output in a single direction for driving the electrical generators. The control
electronics of the control system is located in the chambers 150a,b, which are preferably sealed. The control system
includes the active torque loading functionality for controlling the load via power electronics inverters.

Second preferred embodiment - 100kW Device

[0122] Referring to Figures 9a-9e, a second preferred embodiment of the wave energy converter 200 in the form of
a 100kW device will be described. The 100kW device is similar in design to the experimental 2kW device 100, but is
larger in scale. The device 200 comprises an active float 220, reactive body 240 (with a main body 240a, and support
arms 240b,c), and a sub-frame 222 for pivotably coupling the active float to the reactive body to enable relative pivotable
movement between the bodies about pivot axis 260. The power output system may be as described previously and may
be integrated into the support arms 240b,c of the reactive body 240.
[0123] The total length L7 of the reactive body 240 is approximately 20m, with the length L5 of the support arms 240b,c
being approximately 6.8m and the length L6 of the main body 240a being approximately 13.2m. The reactive body 240
has a width W3 of approximately 7.5m and a depth D3 of approximately 1.6m. The dry weight of the active float 220 is
approximately 20,000kg. The active float 220 has a length L8 of approximately 4.2m, width W4 of approximately 3.2m,
and depth D4 of approximately 1.5m. The dry weight of the reactive body 240 is approximately 10,000kg and its wet
weight is approximately 135,000kg.

Construction materials for the active float and reactive body

[0124] For large devices, the active float is primarily of corrosion protected steel construction with internal ribs and
bracing for strength. For smaller low power devices of 1-10kW rating the outer skin may be of tough semiflexible polymer
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such as polypropylene or similar. In both cases it may be filled with air entrapping foam material for higher reliability
against possible damage to the external skin and subsequent leaks. Its fully immersed buoyancy-to-weight ratio is
preferably approximately 3:1.
[0125] The construction of reactive body is more critical that active float. The reactive body’s overall mass must be
balanced against buoyancy such that it floats with the still water line approximately at the pivot point and buoyancy to
mass ratio of just over unity at all levels of immersion. It must also be sufficiently strong to survive in extreme seas. For
large devices the structure is primarily of corrosion protected steel with internal ribs and bracing for strength. Buoyancy
is achieved in the upper part of the structure through enclosed air tanks. Parts of these tanks may be filled with air
entrapping foam material for higher reliability against possible damage to the external skin and subsequent leaks. Its
fully immersed buoyancy-to-weight mass ratio is preferably approximately 1.1:1. Additional floatation tanks are provided
in the lower part of the structure for towing the device in horizontal floating position as a raft for ease of deployment.
These tanks are selectively flooded during installation at the mooring point to provide appropriate trim. When deployed
in operating mode, a significant portion of the device mass consists of entrapped seawater. The centre of buoyancy is
designed to be at a specific distance above the centre of mass to ensure vertical stability, but also promote pitching
action. This distance is of the order of 0.1 as a ratio of overall immersed length but may be greater or less depending
on the other device dimensions. To adjust the rotational inertia, high density ballast mass in the form of steel, concrete
or other aggregate materials is entrapped about the center of pitch rotation, which is as close to the bottom of the reactive
body as is practical.

Computer simulated results

[0126] Referring to Figure 11, computer simulations have been conducted to demonstrate the value of capturing pitch
energy with the reactive body and surge energy from the active float, in addition to the active float’s heave energy. The
simulations demonstrate useful increases in power output through pitching of the reactive body. Some of these results
are shown in Figure 11 for the experimental device and 1 m wave height. For a 6 second wave period, 20% additional
power was calculated for a reactive body that was allowed to pitch compared with a non-pitching body.
[0127] The preferred embodiments of the wave energy converter have been described in the context of devices and
systems for capturing and converting the wave energy into useful energy in the form of electrical energy. However, it
will be appreciated that the useful energy captured by the wave energy converter may be stored or utilised to drive other
systems directly or indirectly. By way of example, the kinetic energy at the pivot of the wave energy converter can be
utilised directly in the form of oscillating pivotable movement energy or converted into any other suitable form, such as
rotational or linear movement energy, for driving other systems in various applications. For example, the kinetic energy
may be utilised to pressurise water or to drive a water pump.
[0128] The foregoing description of the invention includes preferred forms thereof. Modifications may be made thereto
without departing from the scope of the invention as defined by the accompanying claims.

Claims

1. A self-reacting and floating wave energy converter (10) for extracting useful energy from wave motion in a body of
liquid comprising:

an active float (12) that is arranged to float substantially toward or on the surface of the liquid, and being arranged
to both heave and surge in response to wave motion acting on the active float (12);
an elongate reactive body (14) longitudinally extending between a top end and a bottom end, and having a
center of mass located at or toward its bottom end and below its center of buoyancy such that it is arranged to
be suspended in a substantially upright vertical position and substantially submerged state into the liquid below
the surface, and the reactive body having sufficient surface area and length extending into the liquid from the
surface such that it pitches about a center of rotation located at or toward its bottom end in response to wave
motion acting on the reactive body,
the active float (12) and reactive body (14) being pivotably coupled at or toward the top end of the reactive body
(14) for pivotable movement relative to each other about a single pivot axis (16) in response to heaving and
surging of the active float (12) and pitching of the reactive body (14) caused by wave motion in the body of
liquid, and wherein the active float and reactive body are pivotably coupled to allow the active float to fully rotate
360° about the single pivot axis; and
a power output system that is operatively driven by the pivotable movement about the pivot axis to capture the
useful energy.
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2. A wave energy converter according to claim 1 wherein the active float (12) is arranged to have a low to medium
inertia in both the vertical and horizontal directions to enhance heave and surge movements respectively.

3. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the active float (12) is at least partially
hydrofoil-shaped to create lift force to enhance heave and/or surge movements in response to wave motion acting
on the active float (12).

4. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the active float (12) has a specific
gravity of less than one and the active float (12) comprises a buoyancy-to-weight ratio of 2:1 to 4:1

5. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the active float (120) is a substantially
elongate component extending between a first end (120a) proximal to the reactive body (140) and a second end
(120b) distal to the reactive body (140), the cross-sectional area between the ends (120a, 120b) being defined
peripherally by opposed top (120c) and bottom (120d) surfaces that are joined by opposed side surfaces (120e,
120f), the top surface (120c) being arranged to face skyward and the bottom surface (120d) being arranged to face
toward and into the liquid, and wherein the first (120a) and/or second (120b) ends of the active float (120) act as a
drag surface upon which wave motion acts to create drag force to enhance surge movements of the active float (120).

6. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the reactive body (14) is arranged
to have a medium to high inertia in the vertical direction to minimize heave movements that are in-phase with the
wave motion acting on the reactive body (14) and low to medium rotational inertia about a horizontal axis that is
parallel to the pivot axis (16) to enhance pitch movements of the reactive body (14) in response to wave motion
acting on the reactive body (14).

7. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the reactive body (14) is at least
partially hydrofoil-shaped such that substantially vertical wave motion acting on the reactive body (14) creates a
horizontal lift force on the reactive body (14) to enhance pitch movements of the reactive body (14).

8. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the reactive body (14) is arranged
to have a specific gravity of approximately one such that it has either neutral or slightly positive or slightly negative
buoyancy relative to the body of liquid and the reactive body (14) is arranged to have a buoyancy-to-weight ratio in
the range of 0.9:1 to 1.1:1.

9. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the reactive body (140) has sufficient
width (W2) perpendicular to its longitudinal axis along at least a portion of its length extending up from its bottom
end (144) so as to create a sufficiently large active surface area upon which wave motion acts to cause pitch
movements of the reactive body (140).

10. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the reactive body (140) comprises
a predetermined mass density distribution along its length between its top end (142) and bottom end (144), the
mass density being high with a specific gravity that is substantially greater than one along and toward the bottom
end (144) and the mass density being low with a specific gravity of substantially less than one along and toward the
top end (142) of the reactive body (140).

11. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the reactive body-to-active float
weight ratio is in the range of 10:1 to 20:1.

12. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the reactive body (140) comprises
a main body (140a) from which two spaced-apart substantially parallel arms (140b, 140c) extend and the active
float (120) is a substantially elongate component extending between a first end (120a) proximal to the reactive body
(140) and a second end (120b) distal to the reactive body (140), the active float (120) being pivotally coupled between
the arms(140b, 140c) for pivotal movement about the single pivot axis (160) relative to the arms (140b, 140c) in
response to motions of the active float (120) and/or reactive body (140) caused by wave motion in the body of liquid,
and wherein the arms (140b, 140c) of the reactive body extend from the main body a sufficient distance relative to
the length of the active float (120) to enable the active float (120) to rotate 360° about the pivot axis (160) between
the arms (140b, 140c) and above the main body (140a) in response to wave motion.

13. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the reactive body (14) is slack
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moored with one or more mooring ropes (18), each mooring rope (18) being secured at one end at or toward the
bottom surface of the body of liquid and at the other end at or toward the bottom end of the reactive body (14) or at
the center of rotation of the reactive body (14).

14. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the power output system (17) is
arranged to utilise the captured useful energy to pressurise or pump water.

15. A wave energy converter according to any one of claims 1-13 wherein the power output system (17) is arranged to
generate electrical energy from the useful energy captured from the pivotable movement between the active float
(12) and reactive body (14) about the pivot axis (16), the power output system (17) comprising an electrical generator
having a rotational drive shaft input and the pivotal movement about the pivot axis (16) being coupled to the rotational
drive shaft by a coupling system to drive the electrical generator to produce electrical energy.

16. A wave energy converter according to claim 15 wherein the coupling system further comprises a rectifier system
that is arranged to convert the oscillatory pivotable movement at the pivot axis (16) into rotational movement in one
constant direction, and wherein the coupling system of the power output system (17) is arranged to couple the
rotational movement from the rectifier system to the rotational drive shaft of the electrical generator via a gearbox
system, the gearbox system being arranged to convert the rotational movement having a higher force and lower
speed into a lower force at higher speed for driving the electrical generator.

17. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the power output system (17)
comprises an electrical generator having a rotational drive shaft input and the relative pivotable movement at the
pivot axis (16) is coupled to the rotational drive shaft by a coupling system to drive the electrical generator to produce
electrical energy, the electrical generator being arranged to drive a load and the power output system (17) comprising
a control system that is arranged to actively control the load level in accordance with forward prediction of wave
motion in order to optimise the electrical energy generated.

18. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the active float (120) is indirectly
pivotally coupled to the reactive body (140) via a sub-frame (122) that is connected at one end (122c) to the active
float (120) and pivotally coupled at the other end (122e, 122f) at or toward the top end (142) of the reactive body
(140), and wherein the sub-frame (122) is securely connected at or toward the middle of the active float (120) relative
to its length, the active float (120) being pivotally coupled to the sub-frame (122) for pivotal movement relative to
the sub-frame (122) such that the active float (120) has two degrees of freedom in that it can pivot relative to the
reactive body (140) and pivot relative to the sub-frame (120) to maximise surface contact of the active float (120)
with the liquid during wave motion in that the orientation of the active float (120) can conform for maximum contact
with the liquid during wave motion.

19. A wave energy converter according to any one of claims 1-17 wherein the active float (120) is indirectly pivotally
coupled to the reactive body (140) via a sub-frame (122) that is connected at one end (122c) to the active float (120)
and pivotally coupled at the other end (122e, 122f) at or toward the top end (142) of the reactive body (140), and
wherein the sub-frame (122) is securely and rigidly fixed to the active float (120) such that the active float (120) has
one degree of freedom in that it can pivot relative to the reactive body (140).

20. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims further comprising one or more additional
active floats (12) that are pivotally coupled to the reactive body (14) for pivotal movement about the single pivot axis
(16) in response to wave motion, the power output system (17) being operatively driven by the relative pivotable
movement between the active floats (12) and reactive body (14) to collectively capture the useful energy.

21. A wave energy converter according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the body of liquid is the sea or ocean.

22. A wave energy converter according to any one of claims 1-13 wherein the power output system (17) generates
electrical energy from the useful energy captured at the pivot axis (16).

23. A wave energy conversion system comprising multiple wave energy converters (10) according to any one of the
claims 1-22, each of the converters (10) being linked into a single power output system that is arranged to convert
the useful energy into electrical energy.
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Patentansprüche

1. Selbstreagierender und schwimmender Wellenenergiewandler (10), um nützliche Energie aus der Wellenbewegung
in einem Flüssigkeitskörper zu extrahieren, wobei der Energiewandler umfasst:

einen aktiven Schwimmkörper (12), der angeordnet ist, um im Wesentlichen zur Oberfläche oder auf der Ober-
fläche der Flüssigkeit zu schwimmen, und der angeordnet ist, um als Reaktion auf die Wellenbewegung, die
auf den aktiven Schwimmkörper (12) wirkt, angehoben zu werden als auch zu wogen;
einen langgestreckten reaktiven Körper (14), der sich längsseitig zwischen einem oberen Ende und einem
unteren Ende erstreckt, und der einen Masseschwerpunkt aufweist, der an seinem unteren Ende oder in Richtung
seines unteren Endes und unter seinem Mittelpunkt seiner Auftriebskraft derart aufgestellt ist, dass er angeordnet
ist, um in einer im Wesentlichen aufrechten vertikalen Position und in einem im Wesentlichen untergetauchten
Zustand in der Flüssigkeit unterhalb der Oberfläche schwebend zu sein, und wobei der reaktive Körper einen
ausreichenden Oberflächenbereich und eine Länge, die sich von der Oberfläche in die Flüssigkeit erstreckt,
derart aufweist, dass er um einen Drehmittelpunkt, der an oder in Richtung seines unteren Endes ist, als Reaktion
auf die Wellenbewegung, die auf den reaktiven Körper wirkt, eine Nickbewegung ausführt,
wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (12) und der reaktive Körper (14) an oder in Richtung des oberen Endes des
reaktiven Körpers (14) drehbar verbunden sind für eine drehbare Bewegung relativ zueinander um eine einzelne
Drehachse (16) als Reaktion auf das Heben und Wogen des aktiven Schwimmkörpers (12) und auf das Nicken
des reaktiven Körpers (14), das durch die Wellenbewegung in dem Flüssigkeitskörper verursacht wird, und
wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper und der reaktive Körper drehbar verbunden sind, um dem aktiven Schwimm-
körper eine vollständige Drehung von 360° um die einzelne Drehachse zu ermöglichen; und
ein Leistungsabgabesystem, das operativ von der drehbaren Bewegung um die Drehachse angetrieben wird,
um die nützliche Energie zu erfassen.

2. Wellenenergiewandler nach Anspruch 1, wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (12) angeordnet ist, um sowohl in der
vertikalen als auch in der horizontalen Richtung eine niedrige bis mittlere Massenträgheit aufzuweisen, um Bewe-
gungen des Anhebens bzw. des Wogens zu vergrößern.

3. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (12) mindes-
tens teilweise wie ein Tragflügel geformt ist, um eine Auftriebskraft zu erzeugen, um als Reaktion auf die Wellen-
bewegung, die auf den aktiven Schwimmkörper (12) wirkt, Bewegungen des Anhebens und/oder des Wogens zu
vergrößern.

4. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (12) ein spe-
zifisches Gewicht von weniger als Eins aufweist und der aktive Schwimmkörper (12) ein Verhältnis Auftrieb zu
Gewicht von 2:1 oder von 4:1 umfasst.

5. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (120) eine
im Wesentlichen langgestreckte Komponente ist, die sich zwischen einem ersten Ende (120a), das sich proximal
zu dem reaktiven Körper (140) befindet, und einem zweiten Ende (120b), das sich distal zu dem reaktiven Körper
(140) befindet, erstreckt, wobei die Querschnittsfläche zwischen den Enden (120a, 120b) peripher durch die Ober-
seitenoberfläche (120c) und die Unterseitenoberfläche (120d), die sich gegenüberliegen und die durch gegenüber-
liegende Seitenoberflächen (120e, 120f) verbunden sind, definiert wird, wobei die Oberseitenoberfläche (120c)
angeordnet ist, um himmelwärts gewandt zu sein, und die Unterseitenoberfläche (120d) angeordnet ist, um der
Flüssigkeit zugewandt zu sein und in die Richtung der Flüssigkeit zu zeigen, und wobei das erste (120a) und/oder
das zweite (120b) Ende des aktiven Schwimmkörpers (120) als eine Zugfläche wirkt, über die die Wellenbewegung
wirkt, um eine Zugkraft zu erzeugen, um die Bewegungen des Wogens des aktiven Schwimmkörpers (120) zu
vergrößern.

6. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der reaktive Körper (14) angeordnet ist,
um in der vertikalen Richtung eine mittlere bis hohe Massenträgheit aufzuweisen, um Hebebewegungen, die in
Phase mit der Wellenbewegung, die auf den reaktiven Körper (14) wirkt, sind, zu minimieren, und wobei der reaktive
Körper (14) angeordnet ist, um ein niedriges bis mittleres Trägheitsdrehmoment um eine horizontale Achse, die
parallel zu der Drehachse (16) ist, aufzuweisen, um die Nickbewegungen des reaktiven Körpers (14) als Reaktion
auf die Wellenbewegung, die auf den reaktiven Körper (14) wirkt, zu vergrößern.

7. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der reaktive Körper (14) mindestens
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teilweise wie ein Tragflügel derart geformt ist, dass eine im Wesentlichen vertikale Wellenbewegung, die auf den
reaktiven Körper (14) wirkt, eine horizontale Auftriebskraft auf den reaktiven Körper (14) erzeugt, um die Nickbe-
wegungen des reaktiven Körpers (14) zu vergrößern.

8. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der reaktive Körper (14) angeordnet ist,
um ein spezifisches Gewicht von etwa Eins derart aufzuweisen, dass er entweder eine neutrale oder leicht positive
oder leicht negative Auftriebskraft relativ zu dem Flüssigkeitskörper aufweist, und wobei der reaktive Körper (14)
angeordnet ist, um ein Verhältnis Auftrieb zu Gewicht in dem Bereich von 0,9:1 bis 1,1:1 aufzuweisen.

9. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der reaktive Körper (140) eine ausrei-
chende Breite (W2) senkrecht zu seiner Längsachse entlang mindestens eines Abschnitts seiner Länge aufweist,
der sich von dem unteren Ende (144) nach oben erstreckt, um einen ausreichend großen aktiven Oberflächenbereich
zu erzeugen, über die eine Wellenbewegung wirkt, um Nickbewegungen des reaktiven Körpers (140) zu verursachen.

10. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der reaktive Körper (140) eine vorgege-
bene Verteilung der Massendichte entlang seiner Länge zwischen seinem oberen Ende (142) und seinem unteren
Ende (144) umfasst, wobei die Massendichte entlang und in Richtung des unteren Endes (144) mit einem spezifi-
schen Gewicht von größer als Eins hoch ist und wobei die Massendichte entlang und in Richtung des oberen Endes
(142) des reaktiven Körpers (140) mit einem spezifischen Gewicht von im Wesentlichen kleiner als Eins niedrig ist.

11. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Gewichtsverhältnis reaktiver Körper
zu aktivem Schwimmkörper in dem Bereich von 10:1 bis 20:1 liegt.

12. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der reaktive Körper (140) einen Haupt-
körper (140a) umfasst, von dem sich zwei beabstandete im Wesentlichen parallele Arme (140b, 140c) erstrecken
und wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (120) eine im Wesentlichen langgestreckte Komponente ist, die sich zwischen
einem ersten Ende (120a), das sich proximal zu dem reaktiven Körper (140) befindet, und einem zweiten Ende
(120b), das sich distal zu dem reaktiven Körper (140) befindet, erstreckt, wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (120)
zwischen den Armen (140b, 140c) drehbar verbunden ist für eine Drehbewegung relativ zu den Armen (140b, 140c)
um die einzelne Drehachse (160) als Reaktion auf die Bewegungen des aktiven Schwimmkörpers (120) und/oder
des reaktiven Körpers (140), die durch die Wellenbewegung in dem Flüssigkeitskörper verursacht werden, und
wobei sich die Arme (140b, 140c) des reaktiven Körpers von dem Hauptkörper in einen ausreichenden Abstand
relativ zu der Länge des aktiven Schwimmkörpers (120) erstrecken, um dem aktiven Schwimmkörper (120) zu
ermöglichen, sich als Reaktion auf die Wellenbewegung um die Drehachse (160) zwischen den Armen (140b, 140c)
und über dem Hauptkörper (140a) um 360° zu drehen.

13. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der reaktive Körper (14) mit einer oder
mehreren Halteleinen (18) locker festgemacht ist, wobei jede Halteleine (18) an einem Ende an oder in Richtung
der Bodenoberfläche des Flüssigkeitskörpers und an dem anderen Ende an oder in Richtung des unteren Endes
des reaktiven Körpers (14) oder an dem Drehmittelpunkt des reaktiven Körpers (14) befestigt ist.

14. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Leistungsabgabesystem (17) ange-
ordnet ist, um die nützliche, erfasste Energie dazu zu verwenden, um Wasser unter Druck zu setzen oder Wasser
zu pumpen.

15. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 13, wobei das Leistungsabgabesystem (17) angeordnet
ist, um aus der nützlichen Energie, die aus der drehbaren Bewegung zwischen dem aktiven Schwimmkörper (12)
und dem reaktiven Körper (14) um die Drehachse (16) erfasst wird, elektrische Energie zu erzeugen, wobei das
Leistungsabgabesystem (17) einen elektrischen Generator, der eine Drehantriebswelle am Eingang aufweist, und
die Drehbewegung um die Drehachse (16) umfasst, die mit der Drehantriebswelle durch ein Verbindungssystem
verbunden ist, um den elektrischen Generator anzutreiben, um elektrische Energie zu erzeugen.

16. Wellenenergiewandler nach Anspruch 15, wobei das Verbindungssystem ferner ein Gleichrichtersystem umfasst,
das angeordnet ist, um die schwingende drehbare Bewegung an der Drehachse (16) in eine Drehbewegung in einer
konstanten Richtung umzusetzen, und wobei das Verbindungssystem des Leistungsabgabesystems (17) angeord-
net ist, um die Drehbewegung von dem Gleichrichtersystem mit der Drehantriebswelle des elektrischen Generators
über ein Getriebesystem zu verbinden, wobei das Getriebesystem angeordnet ist, um die Drehbewegung, die eine
höhere Kraft und geringere Geschwindigkeit aufweist, in eine geringere Kraft bei höherer Geschwindigkeit umzu-
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setzen, um den elektrischen Generator anzutreiben.

17. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Leistungsabgabesystem (17) einen
elektrischen Generator umfasst, der eine Drehantriebswelle am Eingang aufweist, und wobei die relative drehbare
Bewegung an der Drehachse (16) mit der Drehantriebswelle durch ein Verbindungssystem verbunden ist, um den
elektrischen Generator anzutreiben, um elektrische Energie zu erzeugen, wobei der elektrische Generator ange-
ordnet ist, um eine Last anzutreiben, und wobei das Leistungsabgabesystem (17) ein Steuersystem umfasst, das
angeordnet ist, um den Belastungsgrad gemäß einer Vorhersage der Wellenbewegung aktiv zu steuern, um die
elektrische Energie, die erzeugt wird, zu optimieren.

18. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (120) mit
dem reaktiven Körper (140) indirekt drehbar über einen Unterrahmen (122) verbunden ist, der an einem Ende (122c)
mit dem aktiven Schwimmkörper (120) verbunden ist und an dem anderen Ende (122e, 122f) drehbar an dem
oberen Ende (142) oder in Richtung des oberen Endes (142) des reaktiven Körpers (140) gekoppelt ist, und wobei
der Unterrahmen (122) an der Mitte oder zur Mitte des aktiven Schwimmkörpers (120) relativ zu seiner Länge fest
verbunden ist, wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (120) drehbar mit dem Unterrahmen (122) für eine Drehbewegung
relativ zu dem Unterrahmen (122) derart verbunden ist, dass der aktive Schwimmkörper (120) zwei Freiheitsgrade
in der Hinsicht aufweist, dass er sich relativ zu dem reaktiven Körper (140) und relativ zu dem Unterrahmen (120)
drehen kann, um den Oberflächenkontakt des aktiven Schwimmkörpers (120) mit der Flüssigkeit während der
Wellenbewegung zu maximieren, insofern, dass sich die Orientierung des aktiven Schwimmkörpers (120) für einen
maximalen Kontakt mit der Flüssigkeit während der Wellenbewegung anpassen kann.

19. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 17, wobei der aktive Schwimmkörper (120) mit dem reaktiven
Körper (140) indirekt drehbar über einen Unterrahmen (122) verbunden ist, der an einem Ende (122c) mit dem
aktiven Schwimmkörper (120) verbunden ist und an dem anderen Ende (122e, 122f) drehbar an dem oberen Ende
(142) oder in Richtung des oberen Endes (142) des reaktiven Körpers (140) gekoppelt ist, und wobei der Unterrahmen
(122) an dem aktiven Schwimmkörper (120) derart fest und starr fixiert ist, dass der aktive Schwimmkörper (120)
einen Freiheitsgrad in der Hinsicht aufweist, dass er sich relativ zu dem reaktiven Körper (140) drehen kann.

20. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, der ferner einen oder mehrere zusätzliche
aktive Schwimmkörper (12) umfasst, die mit dem reaktiven Körper (14) für eine Drehbewegung um eine einzelne
Drehachse (16) als Reaktion auf die Wellenbewegung drehbar verbunden sind, wobei das Leistungsabgabesystem
(17) operativ von der relativen drehbaren Bewegung zwischen den aktiven Schwimmkörpern (12) und dem reaktiven
Körper (14) angetrieben wird, um gemeinsam die nützliche Energie zu erfassen.

21. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Flüssigkeitskörper die See oder der
Ozean ist.

22. Wellenenergiewandler nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 13, wobei das Leistungsabgabesystem (17) aus der nütz-
lichen Energie, die an der Drehachse (16) erfasst wird, elektrische Energie erzeugt.

23. Wellenenergieumwandlungssystem, das mehrere Wellenenergiewandler (10) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 22
umfasst, wobei jeder Wellenenergiewandler (10) an ein einzelnes Leistungsabgabesystem angeschlossen ist, das
angeordnet ist, um die nützliche Energie in elektrische Energie umzuwandeln.

Revendications

1. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues (10), réagissant par lui-même et étant flottant, pour extraire de l’énergie utile
d’un mouvement de vagues dans un corps de liquide, comprenant
un flotteur actif (12) qui est agencé pour flotter sensiblement vers ou à une surface du liquide et qui est agencé pour
tanguer et monter en réponse à un mouvement de vagues agissant sur le flotteur actif (12)
un corps allongé réactif (14) s’étendant longitudinalement entre une extrémité supérieure et une extrémité inférieure
et ayant un centre de gravité situé à ou vers l’extrémité inférieure et en-dessous de son centre de flottaison de façon
qu’il est agencé pour être suspendu dans une position sensiblement verticale et dans un état sensiblement plongé
dans le liquide sous la surface, et le corps réactif ayant une surface et une longueur suffisantes s’étendant dans le
liquide à partir de la surface pour qu’il s’incline autour d’un centre de rotation situé à ou vers l’extrémité inférieure,
en réponse à un mouvement de vague agissant sur le corps réactif,
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le flotteur actif (12) et le corps réactif (14) étant accouplés de manière pivotante à ou vers l’extrémité supérieure du
corps réactif (14) pour un mouvement pivotant relatif de l’un par rapport à l’autre autour d’un axe de pivotement
unique (16) en réponse à une montée et un tangage du flotteur actif (12) et une inclinaison du corps réactif (14)
causés par un mouvement de vagues dans le corps de liquide, et le flotteur actif et le corps réactif étant accouplés
de manière pivotante pour permettre au flotteur actif de tourner entièrement sur 360° autour de l’axe de pivotement
unique, et
un système de fourniture de puissance qui est entraîné en fonctionnement par le mouvement pivotant autour de
l’axe de pivotement pour collecter l’énergie utile.

2. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le flotteur actif (12) est agencé
pour avoir une inertie faible à moyenne aussi bien dans la direction verticale que dans la direction horizontale pour
amplifier respectivement des mouvements de montée et de tangage.

3. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le flotteur actif (12) présente au moins partiellement une forme d’hydrofoil pour engendrer une force ascendante
pour amplifier respectivement des mouvements de montée et de tangage en réponse à des mouvements de vague
agissant sur le flotteur actif (12).

4. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le flotteur actif (12) a une densité spécifique inférieure à un et le flotteur actif (12) présente un rapport de flottabilité
à poids de 2:1 à 4:1.

5. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le flotteur actif (120) est un élément sensiblement allongé s’étendant entre une première extrémité (120a) proximale
au corps réactif (140) et une seconde extrémité (120b) distale du corps réactif (140), la surface de section transversale
entre les extrémités (120a, 120b) étant définie de manière périphérique par des surfaces opposées supérieure
(120c) et inférieure (120d) qui sont reliées par des surfaces opposées latérales (120e, 120f), la surface supérieure
(120c) étant agencée pour être orientée vers le haut et la surface inférieure (120d) étant agencée pour être orientée
vers ou dans le liquide, et en ce que la première (120a) et/ou la seconde (120b) extrémité du flotteur actif (120)
agit comme une surface de traction sur laquelle le mouvement de vagues agit pour créer une force de traction pour
amplifier des mouvements de montée du flotteur actif (120).

6. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le corps réactif (14) est agencé pour avoir une inertie moyenne à grande dans la direction verticale pour minimiser
des mouvements de tangage qui sont en phase avec le mouvement de vagues agissant sur le corps réactif (14) et
une inertie faible à moyenne en rotation autour d’un axe horizontal qui est parallèle à l’axe de pivotement (16) pour
amplifier des mouvements d’inclinaison du corps réactif (14) en réponse au mouvement de vagues agissant sur le
corps réactif (14).

7. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le corps réactif (14) présente au moins partiellement une forme d’hydrofoil de façon qu’un mouvement de vagues
sensiblement vertical agissant sur le corps réactif (14) engendre une force horizontale de soulèvement sur le corps
réactif (14) pour amplifier des mouvements d’inclinaison du corps réactif (14).

8. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le corps réactif (14) est agencé pour avoir une densité spécifique d’environ un de façon qu’il présente une flottabilité
soit neutre, soit légèrement positive, soit légèrement négative par rapport au corps de liquide, et que le corps réactif
(14) est agencé pour avoir un rapport de flottabilité à poids dans la gamme de 0,9:1 à 1,1:1.

9. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le corps réactif (140) a une largeur (W2) suffisante, perpendiculaire à son axe longitudinal, sur au moins une partie
de sa longueur s’étendant vers le haut à partir de son extrémité inférieure (144) pour créer une surface active
suffisamment large sur laquelle le mouvement de vagues agit pour engendrer des mouvements d’inclinaison du
corps réactif (140).

10. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le corps réactif (140) comprend une répartition de densité massique prédéterminée le long de sa longueur entre
son extrémité supérieure (142) et son extrémité inférieure (144), la densité massique étant élevée avec une densité
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spécifique qui est sensiblement supérieure à un le long de et vers l’extrémité inférieure (144)et la densité massique
étant faible avec une densité spécifique qui est sensiblement inférieure à un le long de et vers l’extrémité supérieure
(142) du corps réactif (140).

11. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le rapport de poids entre le corps réactif et le flotteur actif est dans la gamme de 10:1 à 20:1.

12. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le corps réactif (140) comprend un corps principal (140a) à partir duquel s’étendent deux bras (140b, 140c) espacés
et sensiblement parallèles, et le flotteur actif (120) est un élément sensiblement allongé s’étendant entre une première
extrémité (120a) proximale au corps réactif (140) et une seconde extrémité (120b) distale du corps réactif (140), le
flotteur actif (120) étant accouplé de manière pivotante entre les bras (140b, 140c) pour un mouvement pivotant
autour de l’axe de pivotement unique (160) par rapport aux bras (140b, 140c) en réponse à des mouvements du
flotteur actif (120) et/ou du corps réactif (140) causés par un mouvement de vagues dans le corps de liquide, et en
ce que les bras (140b, 140c) du corps réactif s’étendent à partir du corps principal sur une distance suffisante par
rapport à la longueur du flotteur actif (120) pour permettre au flotteur actif (120) de tourner entièrement sur 360°
autour de l’axe de pivotement (160) entre les bras (140b, 140c) et au-dessus du corps principal (140a) en réponse
au mouvement de vagues.

13. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le corps réactif (14) est faiblement attaché avec un ou davantage de cordes d’attachement (18), chaque corde
d’attachement (18) étant fixé à une extrémité ou vers la surface inférieure du corps de liquide et à l’autre extrémité
ou vers l’extrémité inférieure du corps réactif (14) ou au centre de rotation du corps réactif (14).

14. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le système de fourniture de puissance (17) est agencé pour utiliser l’énergie utile pour pressuriser ou pomper de l’eau.

15. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 13, caractérisé en ce que le
système de fourniture de puissance (17) est agencé pour produire de l’énergie électrique à partir de l’énergie utile
collectée du mouvement pivotant entre le flotteur actif (12) et le corps réactif (14) autour de l’axe de pivotement
(16), le système de fourniture de puissance (17) comprenant un générateur électrique ayant une entrée d’axe
d’entraînement en rotation et le mouvement de pivotement autour de l’axe de pivotement (16) étant accouplé à l’axe
d’entraînement en rotation par un système d’accouplement pour entraîner le générateur électrique pour produire
de l’énergie électrique.

16. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon la revendication 15, caractérisé en ce que le système d’accouplement
comprend en outre un système redresseur qui est agencé pour convertir le mouvement pivotant oscillatoire à l’axe
de pivotement (16) en un mouvement de rotation dans une direction constante, et en ce que le système d’accou-
plement du système de fourniture de puissance (17) est agencé pour accoupler le mouvement de rotation du système
redresseur à l’axe d’entraînement en rotation du générateur électrique via un système de boîte de rapport de
vitesses, le système de boîte de rapport de vitesses étant agencé pour convertir le mouvement de rotation ayant
une force supérieure et une vitesse inférieure en une force inférieure et une vitesse supérieure pour entraîner le
générateur électrique.

17. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le système de fourniture de puissance (17) comprend un générateur électrique ayant une entrée d’axe d’entraînement
en rotation, et le mouvement de pivotement relatif à l’axe de pivotement (16) est accouplé à l’axe d’entraînement
en rotation par un système d’accouplement pour entraîner le générateur électrique pour produire de l’énergie élec-
trique, le générateur électrique étant agencé pour contrôler activement le niveau de charge en accord avec des
prévisions de mouvements de vagues afin d’optimiser l’énergie électrique produite.

18. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le flotteur actif (120) est indirectement accouplé en pivotement au corps réactif (140) via un sous-châssis (122) qui
est connecté à une extrémité (122c) au flotteur actif (120) et accouplé en pivotement à l’autre extrémité (122e, 122f)
à ou vers l’extrémité supérieure (142) du corps réactif (140), et en ce que le sous-châssis (122) est connecté de
façon sûre à ou vers le milieu, par rapport à sa longueur, du flotteur actif (120), le flotteur actif (120) étant accouplé
de manière pivotante au sous-châssis (122) pour un mouvement de pivotement par rapport au sous-châssis (122)
de façon que le flotteur actif (120) ait deux degrés de liberté si bien qu’il puisse pivoter par rapport au corps réactif
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(140) et pivoter par rapport au sous-châssis (122) pour rendre maximal le contact de surface du flotteur actif (120)
avec le liquide pendant le mouvement de vagues, de façon que l’orientation du flotteur actif (120) puisse se conformer
pour un contact maximal avec le liquide pendant le mouvement de vague.

19. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 17, caractérisé en ce que le
flotteur actif (120) est indirectement accouplé en pivotement au corps réactif (140) via un sous-châssis (122) qui
est connecté à une extrémité (122c) au flotteur actif (120) et accouplé en pivotement à l’autre extrémité (122e, 122f)
à ou vers l’extrémité supérieure (142) du corps réactif (140), et en ce que le sous-châssis (122) est connecté de
façon sûre et rigide au flotteur actif (120) de façon que le flotteur actif (120) ait un degré de liberté si bien qu’il puisse
pivoter par rapport au corps réactif (140).

20. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre
un ou davantage de flotteurs actifs (12) qui sont accouplés de manière pivotante au corps réactif (14) pour un
mouvement pivotant autour de l’axe de pivotement unique (16) en réponse au mouvement de vagues, le système
de fourniture de puissance (17) étant entraîné en fonctionnement par le mouvement pivotant relatif entre les flotteurs
actifs (12) et le corps réactif (14) pour collecter ensemble l’énergie utile.

21. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
le corps de liquide est la mer ou un océan.

22. Convertisseur d’énergie de vagues selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 13, caractérisé en ce que le
système de fourniture de puissance (17) produit de l’énergie électrique à partir de l’énergie utile collectée à l’axe
de pivotement (16).

23. Système convertisseur d’énergie de vagues comprenant de multiples convertisseurs d’énergie de vagues (10) selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 22, chacun des convertisseurs (10) étant connecté à un système de
fourniture de puissance unique qui est agencé pour convertir l’énergie utile en énergie électrique.
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